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I)UTKAU& VAN ZoEUKN, New Meat Mar13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All

Business Cards in City Directory, not aver three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for subscribers.

W

...

kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Stave bolts,hardwood .............
Railroad ties,. ...... .
...........
Shingles, A V® ...................

I/'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

Grain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, whits W bushel ..... .. .new

....

w

bushel .............

Fresh, Salt, Oats, bushel .....................
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Buckwheat, V bushel ...............
Bran, g ton ........................
and twine; 8th street.
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Barley; » 100
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Hour,

100 tt>
Pearl Barley, fl00*> .............
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P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron aud Wood combinationPumps. Cor10th aud Kivst streets.

Chicago & West Michigan B. B.

them a mine laborer named the past ten years and see no change in
Braldy. Suddenly the piper ceased bis them at all ; possibly they are a littlebigmusic, and stepping from the crowd, ger, for under the laws of evolution they
seized Braidy by the shoulder, and an- ultimate in the kangeroo. On the plains
nounced that he was a prisoner. At the they are at home, they are healthy and
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time he produced papers

vigorous, for grass Is their natural food
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land, in January,1877. Braidy was in the

employ

Effect,
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arid plains, and go upon our wheat farms

and

disease sets in, gangrene of the vitals

the
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Findlay. He was nowhere to be found,
but was traced to Glasgow, where it was

their recruiting camps that they are prejaring for another raid.
It is

believed he had taken a vessel for America.
detective,

was em-

m.

XJ

Ume.

1UO OULLOCH THUS., Physician, Surgeon and
•DJ- Accoucheur.Office, Van Puttsn’s Drugstore,
Holland,Michigan.

Grand Haven Bail Bead.

O

Taken Effect, Monday, June
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CHOUTEN, R. A. City Puysiclan.Office at

the

Firei Ward Drug Store, 3th Street.

Fhnognshsr.

doing South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p.

a. in.

23,

If 1GGIN8,

m.

XL

B. P. the leading Phetograpker,
Gallery opposite this office.

usefulness as it ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitaiu. Millions of
bottlesof this medicine have been given
awsy to try its virtues,with sstiafactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Positive! v sold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.

\7AUPELL, H.,

Manufacturerof anddaalenn
Harness, Tranks, Baddies and Whips;
Eighth street.

and

topper will go with U

finally

he

will

disappear, and like the locust of Egypt ho

about. In the

will only be terrible to read

meantime he will continue to make disastrous raids

to

the East, but the distance

te will or can go will be limitad, and the

fear often expressed that some day he will
continue his flight to the far East and be-

come a scourge

Middle States is

al-

together groundless.—ZtaAtfto Letter to

the

St.

Paul

to the

Pioneer- Press, June 8.
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Sutro's Suoctfli.

Butko, Nev., June

80.— To-night the

mountain-tops overlooking the Washoe

A Turtle as a

silver region and the

Detective.

Canon valley are

ablHze with bonfires and the echoes of

Brown street market on Saturday morn- cannon and dischargesof giant powder
are heard in every direction. The event
An aged daughter of the Emerald Isle, which is being celebrated is the final coming was the scene of a ludicrous Incident.

who

manages to eke out an existence by

begging for a
old

woman

'‘little

something to help an

along,”

stand, and appealed

approached a

Ash-

to the proprietor for

pletion ol the Sutro tunnel, for the recep-

tion of thq Water from the Comstock
mines, after

day and

ten.

night,1

yean of ceaseless labor,
and the expenditure of

help— ‘‘Just a fish, sir,” He was busily, 16,000,000. The powerful engines of the
engaged in waiting on paying customers, combination shaft of the Hale and Norand, besides, “he paid fof bis articles, and
cross and Savage mines were started up
Cough, Cold, could not afford to give them away.”
this morning at precisely 6 o’clock, dis-

Stddlin.
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6 58
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8 35

opinion that the frontier farms

will always be subject to these desolatory

trains, w

public square.
Dally except Sstnrday.
i Mondays only.
T EDEBOER, T, S., Physicianand Suigeon;.
All other trainsdally except Sundays.
office at resideuce,on Bighth susel, near Chi.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
into which is *) minutes later than Columbus Si M. L. S. R. R. crossing.

my

ployed by the relatives of the murdered ncurslons from grasshoppers, but as the
man to come to this country and search tide of empire rolls westward the grass-
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any one

for drunkenness,and had been heard to be heard of them until some situated like
make a threat that he would get even with myself on the frontier will report from

“

“
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will destroy

one morning
was found dead by the road-side cultivated fields, au epidemic (worse than
his skull crushed with a club. Braidy dyspepsia) produced by high living, will
bad been discharged the morning before carry them off entirely aud no more will
of Findlay. Early

V
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the grasshopper perishes!

invasion. After passing three summers in
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luxuriate upon the rich, highly con-

centratedfood of cultivated grain, and

OUST, UKNRY D.,

1879.

25,

they feed upon grass they

food and forsake their native land, the

That if everyone would use Hop Bitters
Real EiUte and lusarane*
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Cel- freely, there would be much leas sickness for Braidy, who, it was thought, would
ectlons made la Mollandand vtolnlUf.
Uau
and misery In the world; and people are go to the Pennsylvaniacoal regions,
Arrive at
Holland,
\\fALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, fast finding this out, whole familieskeep- where he had friends working. One of
Holland,
Trains.
and Insurance Agent. Office,Oily Drug
| 1.40 a. in.
Grand Rapids.
Store, »ih street.
ing well at a trifling cost by its use. We Hraidy’s peculiaritieswas his love for the
f 5.20 “
11.55 a.m.
3.30 p. in. \7-AN SCUELVEN, G., Justice of the Peace, advise all to try it.- ft & A. Rochester, bagpipe, so the detective, being a piper,
| 10,00 p.m.
Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc. Office,
adopted the disguise of a Scotch piper
Muskegon, Penlwater
n. r.
5.25 a. in. Van Landegend’sBlock.
& Big Rupids.*10.25 a. ra.
and played in the coal towns in the hope
3.35 p. in.
10.30 “
Pkniolaai
of
attracting the attention of the man
An Astonishing Fact,
* 0.10 “
\ 10.05 p. m.
A NNIS, T. I., Phyelclan;residence, opposite
whom
he was seeking; being sure, from
New Buffalo
S. W. cor. Public Square.
A large proportiou of the American peoinformation
he had received, that Braidy
Chicago. | 1.30 a.
12.00
ple are to-day dying from the effects of
A SH A PALMER, Sargeous, Phyelclan*and
f 5.15
* 10.45 a.m.
Dyspepsia
or
disordered
liver.
The
result
really
was
somewhere
in the coal regions.
2\. Accoucheurs. Office at his residence, Over3.25 p. m. t 10.15 P- “•
of these- diseases upon the masses of intel- The ruse succeeded after two years’ payeel, Mich.
# 5.55
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
tient trial. Male is now on his way to
f EDEBOER. B. Phyelclanand Surgeon: Office
• Mixed
,
Ju corner Eleventh aud River etreot oppesits ing, making life actually a burden instead Scotland with the alleged murderer.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
of a pleasant existence of enjoymentand
Taken

as

thrive, but let them give up their natural

latter

William Male, the

notary fabUci

and unnumbered

ing in a mining villageon the outskirtsof they hatch out In the same way here every
Scranton. A crowd had gatheredaround year. I have been familiar with them for

4 V0

I

WILMS,

prairies west of the

apparently depending on his instrument They hang upon the grasa like bees after
to make a living. Recentlyhe was play- a awarm. But this is not surprising, for

800 the

Xuti, Eto.
HAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
of Ptuwer Mills: (Steam Saw and l1 lour Beef, dreseed per B» ......................
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
4
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
•;
...................
nify that no paper will be continuedafter data.
idT All advertising bills collectableqnsrterly. VKRBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapid* prices.
SSlw;™:::::::::.:::.::::::::
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Grasshoppers arc hatchingout In innu-

Pennsylvania,playing his pipes in the myriads have been hatchingout for quite
a while. The ground is black with them.
streets, attending picnics snd dances, and

18 00
1 86
1 20
85

....................

KALD,

R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowlmt Machines* cor. lOthARiver street.
I

LI

in thi

merable myriads on the
ing the garb of a Highland piper has been
wandering about in the coal regions of Missouri River now,

which he
said were his authority for making the ar
385
. 800 rest. Braidy was overwhelmed by the
10 arrest, and made no oppositionto the au
• 800
thorities when it was revealed that the
piper was a detective.For two years he
98
85 had been on the track of his prisoner,who
87
40 is charged with having murdered
14
00 wealthy man named Findlay, in Scot
o
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Wood, SUtob, Eto,
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VTIBBELINK, J.

$1.50 per year if paid in adcance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at iix month*.

,
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class

Editor and PuUltiur.

.$40®

Apples, P bushel ...............
Beans, V bushel ......... ....... ••
Batter, •••••;• ................
Clover seed, P ib..i. .
........
Egg.,» doien ..........
Honey, u ® ...... .............
Hay, f ton..... ...............
Onions,|t bnshel ...............
Potatoes, f bushel
........
Timothy Reed, p bushel .........

mm,

DOESBURG,

J.

Produoi, Etc.

NO.

Put

Onaihoppir

Fof nearly two years a young man wear-

Llvirr and Bali BtaWii.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEQRND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

_

WHOLE

19,1879,

Arreitod ty a Bagpipe.

General Dea'eri. ln Dry
Goods, Groceries. CroCltery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Pro visions, etc. ; River #L

webslyIewspapee.

a

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

V

Stop tl&at Cough.

you are sufferingwith a
25
•‘Only a littleone,” she persisted.
Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, ConsumpFRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Tobacco sad Olfirs.
charging their water Into the Sutro tuntion, loss of voice, tickling in the throat,
“I haven’t got anything for you, so get nel, at the mouth of which it made its ap"pE ROLLER, O. J.; Generaldealer In Tobacco, or any affection of the Throat or Lungs,
Holland, Mich.
JL Cigars, Baud, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
out,” he remarked.
pearancein one hour and twenty minutes,
t Dr. King's Nexc Discovery for ConsumpClose connections made at Allegan with G. K. A
She moved away, but not ont of the showing a temperatureat first of one hunR. K. and L. S. A M. S. for Plalnwell, Kalama,.„n. This is the great remedy that is
Wstehoi sad Jewelry.
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ae., Ac.
CRUsing so much excitement by its won- building. Unobserved, she walked back dred and one degrees, which gradually inTOBLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner wf Mar- derlnl cures, curing thousands of hopeless of the stand, where a laige tub, covered creased to one hundred and eighteen deket and Eighth
, u cases. Over one million bottles of Dr. with canvas, attractedher attention. ''Caugrees. In eight hours the water1 in the
King's New Discoveryhave been used withgutfuwss |iwftartj.
tiously IHtlng the cover, so as not to make
in the last year, and have given perfect
long drowned out mines was lowered one
satisfaction In every instance. We can any noise, she ran her hand into the tub, hundred fiet. Everything worked to a
Attorniyi.
unhesitatingly say that this is really the and— well, one would harldly think she
charm. The wooden boxes, constructed
only sute cure for throat and lung affecTTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
was able to give such a yell as that which of three inch tongue and grooved pine,
tions,
and
can
cheerfully
recommend
it
to
XL Notary Public; River street.
i. o. of o- r.
all. Call and get a trial bottle for ten echoed through the market. The tub con- did not show a leak, and not even a partiHoLLANDCity Lodge, No. m.IndepnndentOrdercents, or a regular size for fl.00. at tained several snapping turtles,and one
C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
cle of steam escaped from them, so that
lYL Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11 of Odd Fellows, bolds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
had caught hold of her fingers, causing the tunnel, after the hot water was turned
River
of each week
considerablepain. “Och! mister! may in, showed barely an increase of temperVisiting brothers are cordially Invited.
T) ARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
M. Uabwnotom,N. O.
The Pessink Bros, have opened up their God bless you; take the cfaylhuroff;do,
corner of River and nlghth streets.
ature. The water from the Sierra Nevada,
Will H. Rogers, RIce Cream business,and are now ready to please,” washer pleading remark to the
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Union, Opbir, the Bonanza minee, Best
Agent. Offlcoln Kenyon A Van Puiten's bank
furoUh parties, societies, or anybody, Ice owner of the ‘‘snappers.”U was found
Eighth street.
and Belcher, and Gould and Curry will
r. ft a. x.
Cream which cannot be beat by measure necessary to kill the turtle before the
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge.
not be turnad in for a couple of weeks,
laaklag au lukAift.
No 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall. or dish.
fingers could be liberated,aud then she
and
after all flods its way into the tunnel
Hoiland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
left without further ceremony.— JWtaMPUTTEN JACOB, Banking aid Col- £0.t o'clock, .h.rp. Br.tkak, W. M.
it is expected that one of the double lines
I wish to Inform my patients and friends
lectlng, Drafts bought and soid; Eighth
phia Press.
of boxes will have ample capacity to carry
8-ty
C. B. Wynnb See'v.
generally, that until further notice I will
off all the water. Ai an engineering
Barbcn.
keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr.
An Anlaoions Hom-Tamsr.
work the success surpassesall ekpectaR. A. Schouten, where orders for my ser"I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, abaving,
tloos, and while the people are rejoicing
sharapoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
vices can lie left, or at my residence on
There was a thrillingscene at Hartford,
sonable rate*. Barber shop next door to the City
thia must be considered the proudest day
Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad Conn., the other day when John A. Crilly,
14-ly
in the life of Adolph Sutro.
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
foreman of the horse-carstables, undercrosalng.
Oonaliiloa Mtroka&t.
•
w I ID
Respectfully,
The best Salve In the world for CuU,
took to capture a furious stallion that bad
An English physician relates that on
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
tyBACH BRO'B, CommissionMerchants, and Braises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
got away from one of the men. Crilly the Uth of February bit wife, after mixL) dealersin Grain, Flonrand Prodace. High- Chapped hands, Chilblains,Cornf, and all
caught him by the mane and was dragged ing some corn-mealfor feeding the fowls,
!rff!
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
Now is your time tu insure against dam about the yard, and at last had to lit go.
guarnnteed to give perfect saturation in
missed her wedding ring total her finger,
every case or money refunded. 'Price 2p age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown The animal then turned upon him in the
Cutlet.
and after a fruitless search gave it up for
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber W alsb InmiraaceCompany. Apply to
fiercest rage, tearing, striking and kicking lost. On Ufo 9th of April, while engaged
r\ BE, V. M., Dental Burgeon ; residence and of- Holland* Michigan.
i L. T. KANTER8.
at him, and Crilly KAmed to be entirely eating an ecg at bnakfart*she felt the
VJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's
.id
ii>.
bboe store. . ........
at hta mercy, but, watching his opportun- eggspoon grate against something hard at
..iT,
for Sale.
I
Cnfi Mi KUIoImi.
ity, he ruahed between his forefeet •• he the bottom of the egg below the yolk,
' I will fell eighty acres of iplfcndld claw
The undersigned,Dr.)L. E. Best, having was striking at him, rah under him and
and on further Investigation found the
soil, six miles Itom this city. Near church
and school house;1 At a bargain, 80 acrea settledin the city of Grind Rapids, offers tried to seize him again hr the mane, lost ring firmly fixed by membraBeous adilclan’s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
of thU!land‘lspurtiallyimproved. ' Also hisaervicesasa Physician, 8nrg«on and Ac- but the hone was too quick for him and hesions to the bottom of the egg. The egg
AfEENGS, D. R., Drug Stow. Fine Drags, Redii 40 acree of unimproved land in the Towi^ ooucheuf to the public at large, and turned upon him with flattenedears was ot extra large sixe, and was laid the
31 Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles an<| Per- ship of Fillmore. /.Inquire of t
V)\ whereas he pays particular attention to
and open Jaws. Crillv.nothing daunted, day before.
fumeries. River street.
42-tf K' !•' . I M. D. HOWARD.
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has
Kized
*him suddenly by the tongue mm!
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
iffiWffifJiirMD.it>•;
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer Is Drugs, Medl- [ji i fqntH n
The new Harris A Smith Safety Limp,
Cityot Holland, on Saturday^ ecch week, gavtfit ao sharps twist that the horse
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street.
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Street.
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•ueet.
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Hotel.
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,
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•

d.

Farm
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V clues, Paints, Oils, ; ProPri®*or
W. Van Din Bibo’s Family Medicines; Eighth Bt
etc.

°f.

1AMAS.
*

where he can be consulted during the

•isf

‘

incss.
Fonlturs.

&

t

Agent for Ottawa County, Mich.
Picture Frames,

etc.

:

River street.

All

,

Bahm.

kjutbernKan***,-tb* garden of the, continent, . jf

—

—

kinds t)f Shingles for sale at
Q.

VAN PUTTEN

A

so often

mentioned

in this , paper,, is hev-

business, and still holding hi® by th® to0* Ing an immense gale. People will buy no
gue, Crilly led the horse back to bis stall, other when this can be had. Nearly all

NovVim.
.*.

fairiy squealed with pain. This did the

•1

HONS.

completelyconquered.He lsnOW as do- lamp Mores now have them; for sale/ The
cile u any animal In the company's ser- manufacturers are crowded With Orders
vice.— .R>«fon Journal.

from

sili

pasta of the country.

leave.

Board of

H

i

their

order was issued by the Baum has lent a'^ularlto all Collectors of
advising the people to remove
Internal Be^nue in tbd “moomhine ” districts,
ay from the ottr until it oonld
igt^emtha»,
for the fees o

along the river, north and south, and St
Vicksburg,New Orleans, and other cities at
once took the alarm, and the authoritiesproceeded to establish a quarantine against Mem- force to executethe laws.
phis.
POLITIC

AST.

There wsmt /four

the ^(-igSi&WD New

York editor, waa married

j

of7

Wailed'tut

Eiirupe/

AL.

E

is sufferingfrom

July. Col. B. May, of Vernon county, was
Baclne, for LieutenantGovernor; George W.
Lee, of Grant, for Secretary/ of 8*ate; P. F.
Griffith,.bf .OktfjJCqSbj
fofJ#H4)e Treasurer;
George B. Goodwin for Attorney General,and
Mr. fterle tor Bupcrintendent of Public lustructioaThe pith of the resolutions adopted
by the oonvemiQU is as follows: They denounce the money despotism that bM.gfowD
up iu this country : demand the payment of the
bonds in groonbacks;convict labor to be abolished ; the rate of interest on money should not
exceed the rate of profit.;deitonncoall e fforta
of both parties to make a solid South or a iolid
North; denounce the coinag • of gold'ifid silver
dollars; the issue of greenbacks may be limit* d
to the demand of trade; demand- the abolition
of the national, baking system; denounce all
fusion ortjoalitwwbh either of the old parties, a’ud invite all honest men to join them;
a man may deduct his indebtednessabove his
credit when listing His property for assessment: the public lands must be kept for actual
settlers, and 'no more cran's to corporatibns.
.
The Groenbackers of Pennsylvania also held
ttieir State Conventionon the 15th. A.fuil ticket
for State offices was nominated, headed by
Peter Sutton, & wealthy farmor of Indiana
county, for State
i-

men-

journal.

Rome

—

letter.

BOILED MONKEY FOR DINNER.*

ill

year.

...

JoaEf^ 9- BuazKLLyCODvicied of be
me, n. u, for the murder uftHeury MoDume
log accessory to the murder of Miss Busan (colored).Deoember last; and two’ negroes—
Hanionj in November, 1874, was banged at John Williams and Winter Payne— *t WarrenCoooord, N. &,on the 10th fort [ He died in t0D>V*nineteen minutes withouta etnigglo.
By the explosion of a boiler in the
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ol the Brazilian
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i- A'niemberof the Philadelphia comDean Stanley speaks of Aaron Burr
pany which is now engaged in railroad
American histcry.”
building on the Amazon river has re-

as the “ Satan of

.T'SfiNAfSES DaVi^/' of 'DITnois/’and turned, and relates some incidents of
Anthony, of Rhode Island, are the same
ih that wgioa He says that, when
age, 64. -•
- '•* -------- - ; not bngaged at railroad labor, the ptin-

-

,

The

British army officers are Sub- cipal^business of the population is huntscribing funds for a memorial tq Pnuce ing up the delicacies of the season in
Napoleon.:' „
the way of food. The company furnish
een discovered in Penobscpt,Me.... A bold in Low street,demolisnfog the boiler-house,
Ex-Senator Stewart will return to the solids,such as flour and salt beef,
plot to release the convicts in the MassacliUBettsAugust Betzer,one of the1 proprietors,and
Washingtonand inhabit Stewart Ctojtle, iPUt, frqit being a luxury which demandsState prison has fost come to light The ar- Henry Ulrich, engineer,were killed, and a
.higher prices than are charged in Philathat cost $300,000.14
rangements /were: made oU the 4th of. July, number of workman seriously Injured.
Dr. Mary Walker not only dresses delphia. the epicures have been comwhen the TOO convicts were together for au
Memphis dispatches of the 14th rehour or two, 4nd, but from an intercepted letter
in male attire and carries a cane/ but pelled to Venture on the live stock that
port no new cases, of yellow fever in the city,
the forest provides. Tiring of bread
i from one convict to another, it would certainly
she enjoys a good smoke.
have been c^rrfed into effect The plan was to and the excitement subsiding. Physicians are
and beef .as a steady diet, one of the
Senator W. H. Blair, ilhwly elected
pouncO open the officersand guards seize their of the opinion that hero Will be no epidemic
labqrVrk, urged on by k stofoatihstrongly
v>
! weapons- and foake a simnltanoous rdlh tar there this
from New Hampshire, looks very much
appealing for a change, made a bold
. freedom.
labnu i A t
like Senator Don Gameroh. * ' 1
William Lewis, a prominent 8t.
break one day from the regular bill of
*. The New Jersey Sopreme Court hae Louis morchant and banker,and largely inter-*
Senators Kernan, of New York, fare and announced that he was going
affirmed the judgment fo the case of Mrs. Smith ested Ln the Big Muddy coal mines of Southern
Eaton, of Connecticut, and Dawes, of to have boiled monkey as the choice
and Cove Bennptt,sentenced to be hanged at Blinois, was overcomeby the heat at CarondeMassachusetts,are each 63 years old.
cUsli of his menu just once anyhow.
Jersey City fer the mnfder of Police Officer let, six miles below Ht Louis,, a few days ago,
An accurate shot brought a plump
George
O.
Perkins,
the
Republican
Smith, husband df Mrs. Smith The caCe now and died in twenty minutes. Mr. Lewis becandidate for Governor of California, young “monk ” tumbling to the ground,
longed to the firm of Bartholow, Lewis A Co
goes to the Co,urt of Errors and Appeals.
bankers; was President of the CommercUl
ran away to sea when he was 13 years and sent score or two more chattering
Chabtine Cox was placed on trial at Bank, and was one of the most active and inold. //
and squealing intq the depth of the
',1;
New York on the. 1,4th inst, for the murder of fluential bosiuess men of the city.,..Ed ward
The S$; Petersburg Oolos estimates Mr. Henry Bessemer, inventor of forest. Quickly skinned and cleaned,
Mra Jane Lawreqpo De Forest Hull. The Menees shot anu killed hisnejihew,J. Mblntosh,
the dispute arose as to how long the
eight miles from Nashville, Tenn. In the affray
prisoner was flashily dressed, looked happy,
that the coat to Russia of the war with Turkey the well-known process for making steel
Menees was severely if not fata|ly wounded in
game should be cocked, which question
and chatted unconcernedly with those at-onnd
which
bears
his
name,
has
been
knightamounted to £150,000,000, and that the deaths
‘..him.
.nr, iff
was finallysettled by an agreement to
in the Russian army numbered 200, OIK).... The ed by Queen Victoria.
GENERAL.
put
the monkey into tht pot and let
THE WEST.
remains of the French Prince Imperial arrived
Gen. G. W. C. Lee, upon whom the
him boil away until it was decided by
A Paris disSix hundred Mormons arrived at at London on the 10th of July.
A tragedy of an unusually sensation*
mantle of his father, Gen. Robert E.
patch denies the reportedsinking of a steamer,
test that he was done. The liret test
al characterwas enacted at Edgington, Bock New York from Eurono fo one day last week.
Lee, a* President of Washington and
with groat loss of lire, on the river D rubs.
was made after an hour’s steady boiling.
Island oonuty.JlL, a few days ago. Ayoungman
Late advice from Pembina state that A Rome dispatch says the contributionsof Lee Uuivemty, fell, has Beut'ip his
named Thomas
______________
______
The cook picked the animal out with a
Richards waseogaged
to marry
Peter’s
pence
for
the
first half of the present
Bitting Bull has declared his independence of
resignationas President of the UniverMias Matilda J. Bobbfos, the daughter of one
year increased £28, too compared with the corlong,itwo-prongedfork, and after more
sity.
of the solid farmers of the county, The en- British authority, set the Canadian soldiers at respondingperiod of 1878.
than one attempt sliced off a piece from
gagement was made with the hnwilliii'gconsent defiance, and sent cat runners to gather his
When Mrs. E. Heath, of Shet-man, the upper part of the leg. Chopping it
The
Priuce
of
Bulgaria
hod
' been
dans
for
a
raid
info
the
United
Btates
of her parents, who yielded reluctantly, and the
Maine, was born the house took tire ; at
day for the, wedding was named. When the
iNFORMAtioN has recently been re- sworn in at Tirnova,the ancient capital of the the time cf her marriage the house into pieces, he handed one to the nearyoung lady’s brother, Lee Bobbins, heard of it
est diner. Placing it between his teeth,
country. His first act was to dissolvethe conagain took fire, and Jast Sunday, at the
he swore tt should never occur. Ho went to ceived by the Treasury Department at Washhe chewed and chewed and chewed in
stitutionalassembly,the .place of which will be
ington, which shows that the entire coast of
taken in due time by a regular legislative birth of her first son, the house again vain, and then brought it forth from his
Alaska, including the islands, and emlirac- body.... John Joseph Kochi, a noted scientiflo took fire.
- -+WWIIAO VUDil w nut fog 2,000 miles of sea frontage,is a vast resermouth, and, Holding it for a moment in
bach to hia home&wl op-sUirato the room where voir, of fish. This report to the Treasurv dis- agriculturist, writes to the London Zmir* as
Matthew and John Guy Yassar, his hand, cast it on the ground with the
follows:
“Another
week,
of
fiooding
storms
his sister was dressing for her wedding. The closes the existance of a new store of wealth
and low temperaturehas put a finishing followingin the footsteps of their illus- sipgle remark : “ Gum boots ” The
folks below heard the discharge of a pistol and •for American industry. This informationisconstroke to the agricultural disaster. It trious predecessor,propose to erect a monkey returned to the boiler at once,
after a few seconds another report Going to
is now too late for the crops to
.. re- home for old men on the grounds now where he remained for another sixty
the room, the father found his son and daughter
cover. They are considerablyinjured, occupied by the Yassar mansion! in
both lyiug on the floor of the girl’s bedroom in
minutes, and the second tasting brought
a pool of blood. They lay side by side. Bob- portit is app&rentthataa fine cod-fishery banks even on well-farmedand drained lands, Poughkeepsie.
him out tender and juicy— that is, tenbins first shot bis sister and then himself. The as exist anywhere in the world lie along the while on ill-fannedand undrapied lauds the
matter is simply ruinous.The wheat will suffer
When Gov. Foote was going to fight der and juicy for a monkey— ami, by
ball entered her foreheadand came out above covet of Alaska from the peninsula of Unaher right ear, causing instant death. Bobbins lasks, through Norton’sand Kotzebue’ssounds less than the spring crops. Weeding is hone- his duel with Prentice, the latter,who dint of active mastication and a lively
less, and, unless we get the promised ho^ dry
shot himself in nearly the same place, the ball into Behring straits, and that the fish in quality
weather many grass and clover crops, and even had a slight lisp, said to a l>oy up a imagination, he passed as a delicate
lodging in his brain. He was alive when his
and size are equal to those caught off the banks peas, will rot uugatheied.”.
.Frdm 8t Peters tree near the field of honor : “Look out, .side-dish.Several more attempts and
father found him, but in an nnconsdons state.
of Newfoundland. Capt Wnite, of the United
He remained in, this conditionhalf an. hour, States revenue marine service, who was on the burg it is reported that liberty of worsliip has bub; the Governor shoots wild, and he a little more practice and experience in
when death came to his relief. The most affeo- Alaska waters last year, reports that he sound- been granted the dissenters from the orthodox may hit thee.”
monkey cuisine developed the fact that,
or state church. The dispatches say this entiomterelationahad existedbetween the dead ed along the shores of Alaska for 700 miles,
with the meat chopped fine and stewed
franchisement affects 12, 00.1,000 people, but
Ex-Gov.
Tilden’s
summer
home
at
brotby and sister up to the hour of their and found the entire length a codfish bank,
convey no information aa to any enlargement
with a flour thickening, a palatable Bradeaths.
Yonkers
is
known
as
“
Greystone.’/
The
with plenty of halibut
of the religious privileges of Catholic and other
grounds cover thirty-threeacres, in- zilian-Irishstew could be manufactured
A 'dispatch from Bodie, Cfil., says
denomination*.
WASHINGTON.
cluding lawn, meadow and forest. / The out of the ingredienteat hand. Flushed
“A terrible tofolosion of a powder magazine
A Belgrade dispatch says the AustroThe
PostofficeDepartment decides
mansion and grounds, which are leased with this first success in the experitook place near Hie old Standard incline.The
Hungarian troops are concentratingnear Novimental culinary line, parrots were nex)
by Mr. Tildcn, cost $400,000.
works wore blown to atoms, and everything that packagesof tobacco bearing an internalnear them leveled to the ground. Many men revenue stamp can go through the mal e as Bazar. It is said that the Albanians ar? ortried, and, after repeated attempts ft
It was curious, as showing the newness
ganizingfor resistance.Unless the Turks cowere killed. The. number is not known at this fourtn-dassmatter.
roasting, boiling and stewing, ^ were
operate with the Austriaus the conseqnenjes of Western life, that, at the recent dinwriting.About twenty wounded men have
An Associated Press telegram from will be serious. Traders between Servia and ner given by the Boston Commeicial found to be edible, although somewhat
been found thus far. At this time no estimate
can be made of the number of killed or Washington ttys; “A circular has been Bosnia have been plundered and killed...,A Clnb to the Commercial Olnb of Chi- strong in flavor. With monkey, parrot,
torpedo-boat attached to Admiral Lazareff’s
prepared by the Attorney General, setting frigate at Croustadt, Russia, was blown up cago, Robert T. Lincoln, son of the late the company’s provender and plenty of
Five Texas cqw boys got on a tear forth that the Jndicial Appropriation act for while at practice. Five men were killed and Presidept, was the only native-born lar^e fish, which are caught by spearing or shooting barbed arrows with
at Ogallala, Neb., the other nip^n^e through the present fiscal year itemizesall court ex- fourteenwounded, some fatally.‘
citizen of Illinois present, and be was a
penditures. The differentitems are quocord attached,, the settlers are enabled
the streets firing revolvers, and threatenedto ted, and directions given to Marshals to j The .French Prince Imperial was graduate of Harvard.
to exist in comparative comfort, workcapture the town, th'e Sheriff And posse at- make fori: requisitionsin accordance there- buried at Chiselhurst,England, dn the 12th
Albert Weber, the well-known piano ing and eating being about the only
tempted to arrest them, Wbeti a fight ensued. with. The circularcautions these officers nst. The f nneral ceremonies were of an on
„ One of the cow boys, William Shook, was shot agaiurt applying money received for one grade umally solemn and imposing character.... A manufacturer, is dead, at the age of 50, amusements they have.
and Instantly killed. Another. Henry Parker, of sdrvioeto that of another grade. Judging new Italian ministry has been formed, under another victim of overwork. He was
was badly wounded; and #111 probably die. frpm informationreceived at the Department the presidencyof Signor Ciirob, who takes for a native of Bavaria, came to America at
The heir to the Italian throne was
The other three escaped..
of Justice Up to date, the United States Mar- himselfthe portfolio of foreign affaire.
the age of 16, with no capital except his
playing with the daughter of one of hia
shals intend to proceed with the duties of their
Allen, died sud- offices, and undoubtedly anticipate reimburseGermany is about to increase her musicid talents, became voluntary ap- mothePs ladies of honor, the Marchiondenly at his home, MBff CJullioothe, Ohio, bn ment by Congress.”
military establishment because France and prentice to a piano manufactur r in or- ess of Montreno, when, in a moment of
the Uth of July, , He retired to bed in apparA statement has been issued by the RuselA Wrre enlarged ttidlre&.Adispatch der to learn the trade, and gradually royal wrath, he exclaimed : “If I were a
ently his usual health. Afoul 1 o’clock he befrom Alexandria reports that the Egyptian built np a most successfulbusiness, King, I would have your head cut off.”
came somewhat raetfoes, and being unable to War Departmentgiving the number of men steamer Samauoot has been lost at sea. She
amassing a fortune of half a million.
sleep he caU«MoDt ptiMra. goott, his son- furnished the Union army by each State and
The King condemned the youth to eight
was returningfrom Mauritius. Twenty-three
in-law and daughter, who at once appeared Territonrand the District of Colombia, from natives and two Enropearts perished.
Fifty years ago William Lloyd Gar- days’ confinementin his room, with
.A dis, at his bedeidsf to : aid i him to arte. He April 15, 18fil, to the close of the war of the patch from Constantinoplerepresentsthat the rison wrote a letter to a friend, asking degradation from his military rank for
Bebellion. It shows that ihe total number of Circassians are terrorizing the districtof Adavolunteer* was 2,078,987, distribute as fol- baz ir, on the east coast of foe Sea .of Marmora, a loan of $5, to pay a fine imposed on the same period, docking his rations,
faculties, bit upwi'icachlDgthe chair a slight lows:
him for not “training.” He tays that also, of one dish at each meal.
by murdering and plundering.
bat almost fomeroeptiblechange passed over Maine ...........1 72.114'MlRnouri..........
he is announced to speak on : the
, 7S.(45
The Mark Lane Express, in ite Iasi
his face, and without a struggle and without a Npw Hampshire.,v 8<hU21t Kentucky.
The once powerful tribe of Seminole
“Fourth,” and that his “knees kbiock
Vermont.
......... ttS.962 Kansas ....... .... VO.lfil
word he easily dropped into1 the chair. A blight
review of the British grain erdps, says: “In
MaaaachnaettM
.IBiJM* Tenneaaee...
. 31.0<J2
together at the thought of facing so Indian? ba7C IdwiRdlOdi away to about
Ruode Inland......W'm ArkanHos .......... 8.2K9 consequence of the continnauce' of r»ifi;
Connecticut ..... u #7,379North Carolina. .' 3,16s wheat made little If any progress, j The ears large a concourse;” and he' adds: “I ex- 400 persons,located in South Florida.
California..... .... J3.71B hate scarcelybegun to appeari The bulk of
pect to get.
^ten’s berth immeNevada., ........ .. 1.0H0 the hay remains uncut, or, in .eatls where it
THE MARKETS
San Francisco•'dispatchesgive some
diately after the Fourth ; but, if I do
P«nntylreaia...w..SrtAlOVOregon.. ...... iVJfl 1,810
has been cut, has been left .Ling to rot. not, I shall take the stage to Newbury'>! Additionalparticolirsof the' disaster4t the Delaware.,...
904
NEW YORK.
In Scotland* crons are fully foree weeks
•l.ifw
mining town of Bodies Cal The magazine Mttytknd
behind
hand. 7 The pastures are mostly port, and dig on the case.” He was a Rrrvrn .......... ................. $8 00 (Jflft'iKi
Colorado
Ter.,.
,.k.
Weat Virginia..;,.
which exploded contrite fire tons of giant Dist.
4 #1 © 4 Wi
well covered. Potatoes ‘ito looking 'fair- type-setter then.
of Columbia.. 87S
CorroN
...............
powder. The shock was scarcely felt, Obk>;...‘jlV7..;.i8N.6W
12 <91/12*
ly.
the
whole, the'" agricultural
RSI
8 75 <0 4 <0
William Twining, of South Rutland, Flour— Hope rflne ........
; under ground.1 At
the- mfeet level the Indiana
..,.197.147
2.570 prospects tbdre, though far from promising,
Wheat— No. ............
95 @ 1 20
nilnots.
rv.
.259,147asfc:::::: 2.190 are less gloomy than iu England.” ..... De N. Y., writes to the Evehivg Post .that Corn— W. atern Mixed .....
42 <0 ,45!/.
Louisiana ......... 8.224 Lessens in a recehl speech at Rouen, France, he was a classmatewith William Cullen Oats- Mixed ....... .....
Michigan .....
40*
had lust been oonueotefl, so tHat no fojury Wiaconidn ........ UH,424Mlsalaaippi ....... 515 declaredthat the friendship between France
Rye— Western.....1.. .....
’ m (0 hn
Bryant in Williams Co.lege. ,He was Pork— Moss ..............
was done to any below the«rou|d. The shock Minnecota.7. .... 25.0M Tekaa... ..... /... 1.105
9
50
(010
10
and the Uuited States would facilitatethe cu7#, .%lij Indian NaUon..,r;i,50S
_____
obliged to leave college on account of Lajid .....................
was felt on the surface a .diritance of twenty Iowa...
••••••a .« <g } 9*
stfv.ction of the Darien canal. He believed
CHICAGO.
hoardiug-lwuear
resUurrite, The troops furnished by the Southern Stater the canal would be completed in five or six ill-health, but sihgulay as it may appear
Deevks -Choice Grid’ d Hieers ..... 4 fill (3) 5 2<l
aod othqr^ulldiiigs were momor less shattored were, with the exception of those of Louisiana, years. ; ,
he is now 90 years of ^ge and without a
Com and II. i era ........2 50 (0 55
SesMe4n "T in8tAntlJ kilIed and upward nearly all white. Florida furnished one regiwhite hair or bald npot on his head.
Medium to F»lr.. ........o 75 (0 4 no
of fifty Injured, some of them fatally.
ment of cavalry, Alabama one white regiment,
8 05 $ 3 85
How to Swim.
Young
men
who
are inclined to despair «<X»" ..............................
Mississippi
one
battalion,
and
North
Carolina
From appeamhees last week, Manager
Injun— Fancy Wi Re Winter Ex... 5 50 <0 fl.2T>
two regimentsof cavalry.
^The editor of the London Truth, because tluir health is not good should
Goo*' to Choice Spring Ex. 4 00 (0 4 75
'• McVioker has' found a gold mine in Gilbert’s
An Associated Press telegram from after observing that probably not one feel encouraged by the longlife of Mr. n Heat— No. $ Spring .............. 9$ (0 99
“Engtoadi’lwhich drew crowded houses, even
No. 3 Spring ..............
89 <a 90
Washington sayas-A memorandum of the. in tWenty of the persons who indulge in Twining. ,
Cork— No. .......
.............37 (0 88
Oat#—
No.
........
................
Si
finiAioiai operations of Jhe Government has bhatihg on A holiday can swim, proceeds
Rvk— No.8 ....... ................
51
62
A Nev»8pa^er for AU the World.
this pteewa l«g aejshr wants It, as *A bird
to'tollhis readers how to acquire this
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David Garmine, a phiminent etreebbroker af DelMttro, Ind . committedsuicide
ihiotii* day, ^hanging. Bamttel. N. Booker,
aged ^ committed soiadext Bashington,Ind ,
bv hanging ,;ToO much bard •work.:,Apstin

2,..'.

........

.

....... 55

The newspaper of thte future is at utter Choice Creamery.. ......
accomplishment. * Nothing,” he says,
Eon»— Froah.. .....................
“ill imore easy, Whpn the air is out of hand, and it comes— out of the Vatican.
Poke— Mm* .......................
8 90
Foe
some
time
there*
have
been
rumors
a body its owner sinks; when the aji is
Lard .................... .......
tipa. to toe apwal interest qliarge, when the
MILWAUKEE.
about
ir. the body itb pwn^ floats Let any afloat that the papal ppwer was
Whxat-No. .....................
1 Ofi
,tq avail .itself specially of the modern
one
slowly
dra]v
in
his
breath
as
he
99
W » La.
J
9..,. ..,.,,,4,..
las been redneqd 1729, m815, rod .the rbducdrawback* Ins legs and push forward iustrumehuUity of the press, and on a Cohn— No; 9, ••••••!••«*»•% ••]«• 8fi
tiqu since March 1, 1877, is |6l ,5,53,880. The
81
No. 2..,
bttids refunded under the acts of July his arms, retaiffftwhile he is preparing grand scale, m : A groat paper, to be Rvz— "No, 1. ...a,
53
60
14,
1670k ai
and. Jan. . 20, 1871, .amonnted for the strokti 'which is to propel him, published in All the known tongues of Bakiay-No. 2
8T. LOUIS.
ifJJjUOO,.on which foe annual in- and slowly allow it to go through his the world. The thing has now taken
Wheat- No. 2 Red FMI.*. ..........°4
to was 181,073,147/In place of
lips as hia arms are passed back from definite shape enough to create great Cork— Mixed. ••.«.«.«•,•«*. tv* •••• ^4
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dare It

stroke slioiiHnotiie.Kinitehorizontal,
bptahoqloBemaaeoba slight incline
dotniWard. The real reason why Woule
transactions since takiwetfkB'tolearn howto swim is be*
-t ...... —
— ve been sold for re- cause. swimming professors either do
•taaptieir
purpose---------ptiou perpote
ofode March 1, 1877, the
not know, or do not choose to teach, the
philosophy ol breathing so as to render
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iart was

^de^but with nobetter

Ample provision win be mode

for all dele-

gates.

Please reply to this circular and state the
President McElrop, of Adrian Col- number of delegates your dub will send.
Tired and disheartenedhe
if not avowed, by any that
’ went tq bed,
‘ ’
Come, ye dleconaolkte,where’er you lenguUh,
fist asleep. In die early lege, has resigned.
Rodibt E. Fbazeb,
Rumpey. were ruined by their faith in and
Come, et thq shrine of God fer cntly kneel:
of the First Annual S.ate Convention.
hours
o&t&ev
morning/ when it was
A State temperance camp-meeting President
Here brln* your woundtd hesrts,here tell your sn- God, and by their conformity of -life to
R B. DbVuwky, Secretary.
gulsh—
such An ideal; it will not be affirmed barely light, he awoke, and the first is to be held at Belle Isle, Aug. 13-15.
Saginaw News: Monday morning
Ekrth like no sorrow thkt Hekven cknnot hek .
that a studious followingof Christ has thing of which he was conscious was
The Eighteehth Michigan Infantry 'Williams Brothers Exploded a sixteenever brought sorrow to a ntition or to that he had solved the problem— it was will hold its annual reunion at Dundee
Joy of the desolkte,light of the strkjing,
pouhd torpedo in their new salt well.
Hppe, wlien kll others die. fkdelessend pure,
an age; and hence we feel justified in as clear as day. Rising at once, he Aug. 26.
Hero speaks the Comforter, Inf God’s nsme saying,
AbDut ten minutes after the explosion,
affirming
‘that,
ft,
ejrqt
be
destructive,"
sought
a
ptfrail,
Imt;
finding
.none,
used
j “Eartlj has po sorrow that Heaven cannat^cur%<*'
Dr. John Kost, of Adrisn College, Camp & Stillman's well, on the other
then religion)raa not, In tne long ex- a hal/-burnefl Tnatoli,^ud with this, on
i
'
f*"
has been chosen President of the Kan- sjde of the river, nearly half a mile
Go. ask Ihe infidel whkt boon he brings us*
perience of mail, brought sorrow enough the ifiarble of the niSntel, noted down
What charm for aching hearts he can reveal.
from Williams’, filled up with brine,
sas AgricubnikdAloUegG.
to secure for it a place among false- two short equations. Then he returned
Sweet as that heavenly pro wise hope sings us—
giving
a larger flow than has been
The
Frankfort
blast-furnace
has
been
“Earth has no sorrow that God cannot heal.
hoods, but, on the opposite, it has so to bed and slept. Later in the mornTom Moobe.
known
befbre at that well. This conpurchased
by
the
Detroit
Stove
Works,
blessed man that it well merits the dia- ing he worked out the equations, and
tinued for ten or fifteen minutes, when
' The Truth:
dem °f a truth. When nations have carried the result in triumph to the and will be started up.
it dropped back to the usual point,
George H. Jerome has resigned
A SERMON BY REV. DAVID SWING, OF CHI- expressed a false principlein politics, school house on Bedford street.— Bosas Superintendentof State Fish- when tliey began to get black brine,
the error has hAatened to reveal itself. ton Xramcript.
CAGO.
probably caused from thq; smoke and
eries, and Rev. J. G. Portman has been
‘One of the most beautifuland im- In one or two generationsthe false idea
gas from the torpedo. They continued
POPULAR
SrJESCE.
appointed
to
the
position.
pressive of all the chapters in the books has been found by the havoc it has
to pump this inky brine for two tours,
The .dfeird annual meeting of the when it came clear again.
of John Ruskin is that one on the wrought. The leaf has turned yellow
In Breslau a successful attempt has
Teachers’ Institute waa
w .iiuioq v>il’o :>;ti .'>
" Lamp of Truth” in architecture. All to disclose the worm at its root; hut been made to erect a paper chimney MiehigaKfStftte
over
religion,
over
Christianity,
century
Michigan Insurano*
was
held
at
Lansing
last week. The at’
the generalitiesand the details of a
about fifty feet high. By a chemical
The annual report of the Michigan, Commis.structuremust possess truth. The after century has passed, and ail nations preparationthe paper was rendered im- tendance was very large.
foundation must be in harmony with will declare that the more they held of pen ions to the action of fire or water.
The salt product of Michigan for sioner of Insurance,which is just published,
contains the following facts’:
the superstructure,the ornaments in its principlesthe happier they were,
Prof; Nichols, of ' Boston, found June was 226,199 barrels, being the
nRE INHOBANCt
^ ^ ' •'ll
harmony with the meaning of the and that upon its branches no yellow eight grains of arsenic to each square largest ever kdown in the history of salt
Six mutual companies weru organized during
building; there must be no contradic- leaf has appeared. If fa^se ideas bring foot of a green dress submitted to his manufacture in the State.
tho pfst year. The record of tho companies
tion of material or form. But all that injury, it would seem that Christianity examination
Miss Jeannette Fisher, who has ndw authorizedstands bh folImvH:
Here is the fact of
Michigan stock compsule*., .. . ftpsu ........t.
Ruskin reminds us of in architecture is must be true.
poisons freely used. Is there no been for twelve years, and since its Michigan mutual companUM ......
....... 48
There are some words whose sweetaffirmed of life, for the human soul is
commencement, Principalof the Mount Companita of other States ......
........ .106
remedy
ness
or
bitterness
we
can
learn
only
in
8
built up into a palace by the lamp of
Holyoke Female Seminary at Kalama- Canadian companies ...... .i.s..,.......
A
French
engineer
has
contrived
an
Companlea of foreign Government ............ 14
truth. A pretentious Court House in the experienceof mankind, if you ask
zoo,
has
resigned.
apparatus in which, by a system of mirour State fell down while the workmen me 'whether twice two makes four, I
Total.. ...... ............................
..178
One of the features of the coming Since
rors, the rays of the sun are so utilized
shall
answer
you
without
consulting
the
the last date twelve companies have
were putting on the finishing ornafair
of
the
Western
Michigan
Agricultas to create heat enough to generate
boeu admitted aud six withdrawn from the
ments. The decorations were hand- human race, but. if you ask me the
steam for motive power, thus doing ural and Industrial Society will bo u State. At the clone of tho year 1878 the whole
worth
of
“liberty,”
or
“education,”
or
some, but there was a falsehood in a
large 'exhibitionof pointings, engrav- number of mutual fire inniranoe companies
away with the necessity of fuel.
column down in the cellar-- there was a “music,” or “home,” then you must perorganizedwithin this' State was forty-seven,
A French chemist has lately discov- ings, etc.,, in, Art Hall, of which O. L. having a meral'ersbipof 0'3,593.The risks in
lie in the bricks. But these buildings mit me to go outside ot intuition aud
Whitney, Esq., is to be Superintendent. force Deo. 81, 1878, were 1 112.062,690.
crumble to illustrateour spiritualworld summon witnesses. It will be neces ered a salt which may be mixed with
amount of losses paid by. the muHawkins Taylor, q! Washington, D. Tli*
for us, and teach us that a drunkard, or sary for me to wander about for a few starch so that ladies’dresses, laces, etc.,
tual companie during lfc78 wae ....... tl3tt.lW7.78
C , bid in the contractfor doing certain HalaHra and feee .............. ........ 41,7116 40
a gambler, or a defaulteris a spiritual thousands of years and in many lands. may be rendered incombustible. A
28,880.48
mail-carrying iu Macomb county for Otuer expenditure# .............
1
must
call
upon
Kings,
and
patriots,
dress
may
he
injured
by
coming
in
contemple with a lie in the foundations.
Total expenditure* .....
......... $210^!)3.6O
What in the materialworld is called a and peasants, and slaves. I must sit tact v/ith flame, but it will never take $75 per annum, and be now wants to
The reported claims for losees unpaid Deo.
sub-let it at $70. As the contract calls
fire.
ruin? A crushed bridge at Ashtabula down amid the thinkers and hear them
31 amounted w 147,404 23; all other claims,
is called “ hell” in theology ; they point the home-circleand see their life; and
Schruling, a Gorman philosopher,', for 1,556 miles of stage-driving,he •48,126 28, total liabilities, Iff), 530.51. 1
Theao companiesreport caah on hand. ... 126,230.4!
alike to the destiny of that fabric or at last I shall return to you and declare- has been experimenting as to the doesn’t find any sub-oontractors.
Mrs. Berciky, the Bowne woman who AsacaamentaOutstanding ..... ....... V 7l.44H.22
that soul which omits the element of liberty, and education, and art, and amount of carbonic acid exhaled from
home to be sublime suns in the out- the lungs. A man 30 years old, in re- shot herself and children, was insane, Other resource*...... .................. 27,66tt.4ft
truth.
Total reeourees at cloae of 18T8 ...... $124,240.1)8
You perhaps remember that, in the spread heaven of man. Having seen pose* exhaled fcwoive grammes per hour; but the cause of her mental disorder is
The followiugshows the grand aggregate of
Apocrypha of the older Bibles, four these id‘ea«, I declare them to have none in active exercise twenty four grammes not known. The reports are to the Michigan businessiu 1876:
si hen vrarrm.
orators contended before the King, of the qualitiesof a falsehood. So per hour.
tippler threw out but effeot that her shooting resulted in the
.............................
...IWUJWUW
each to show what was the most powe:> with the word Christianity It cannot seven grammes in repose aud eleven in death of two of her children, and that Fire
Inland ..........................
’.... 12,«27>».00
be
weighed
in
the
positive
scales.
One
a
third
may
die.
Her
own
death
was
ful thing in the world. The first oraexercise. The drunkard’s carbon is reTotal ............................
1161^38,886.98
almost instantaneous.
tor declared the King to be the supreme cannot say over it twice two is four, and tained and burns up the vital organs.
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influence; the second argued for the apply that demonstrative or intuAsa B. Hadsell, who settled in Pont- Fire .................................
. tl, 074.86048
Some barren land near the city of
can go out Dantzig was irrigated by sewage from iac, in 1818, while driving* one evening Inland ..............................
88,687.81
capabilitiesof wine; the third found itive method, but
woman to be the most powerful entity iu the wide world and examine it in ac- the city. The potato crop grown upon last week, fell back into the wagon
Total ............................$1,760,547.79
on earth, but the fourth orator bore tion, and so doing we can return con- this land averaged sixteen and one-half dead. An inquest attributed his death
I.ORHE8 PAID.
................................. $880,832.40
away the prize by finding that truth fessing that religion acts very much as tons to the acre. This result led the to apoplexy. The passing n)*il train, Fire
Inland ..............................
81,11)6.01
ruled all things, from the humblest in- though it were one of the holy princi- experimenter to contractwith the mu- which narrowly escaped colliding with
Total ...........................
$011,987.41
sect up to the Infinite God. Indeed, ples of nature — a law of man and God. nicipal authorities of Breslau, a city of him, doubtless produced the shock to
LOHHKS mrUMRKD.
woman and tne King had power only so It containsthe features of that kind of about 250.000 inhabitants, to remove its his system. He was in his 84th year.
Fire ................................. $907,988.02
truth which sets men free and makes
Inland ..............................
24.129.43
far as they were children of the truth.
sewage during twelve years, and with it
A
very
clever
march
was
stolen
on
Our poets have all said these things them free indeed. The deeds of a lie he intends to irrigate lor his own profit
Total ......................
.....
$982 862.46
the Canadians by a Detroit military
for us, but more powerfully than the are utterly absent from its history.
Forty-sixcompanies, organized for mutual
about 3,000 acres ot land.
company. The latter were invited to fire insurancewithin the State,were doing busiYou
who
are
groping
along
in
this
poets have all the old nations handed
A
very
careful
examination
by
Dr.
Chatham, but the Dominion Govern- iioss at the close of the year. Of tbeee, so?en
in their testimony; for in whatever world in great religious perplexity,
Speek, of the changes produced in the
report no losses during tho year; thirtymanner these nations have perished, wondenng what is true and what false, respiratory process by the use of fatty ment forbade their entering Canadian nine report 405 olaims for loss or damterritory
with
guns
in
their
hands.
remember
this,
that
all’
moral
ideas
are
their truths have rebloomed over their
food, of coffee, quinine, alcohol and They went to Chatham, left their guns age allowed during the year, paying to the
assured 1126,630.49 Fifty of the fires reported
dust. As after a most violent storm has easily veiled in doubt. A few years
water, and by the inspiration of air re- on the boat, and marched ashore with- wero supposed to be incendiary,and cost the
raged for days we see to reappear again ago Henry D. Thoreau and Mr. Alcott
spectively rich in carbonic acid, poor out arms. Then a squad of Chathamers companies$24,431.43.Ninety are attributed
the sun and the placid stars, no tumult and a group of lofty minds became in
iu oxygen and rich in oxygen, has led went on board, took the guns ashore, to defective chimneys or unsafe stovepipes, and
doubt
as
to
the
merit
of
civilization
and
^having reached their far-awayazure, so
amount awarded to poKoy-holaeifewas
him to the following conclusions and placed them in the hands of the the
$37,157.31. Tbs olaims for loss or damage by
*&fter the storms which made a desert of became enamored of the thickets and
With an increased proportion of hy- soldiers.
lightningwere i02. aud the amount paid waa
the valley of the Nile and which over- hills and solitude. Over the mind of
$1 8,718 35. Eight fires wore caused from horndrogen in diet, the amount of air inRousseau
and
Chateaubriand
a
similar
threw the classic empires, all the great
J. H. Coggswell, Supervisor of ing rubbish,aud cost the sura of $1,340,20. The
spired
aud
expired
decreases,
and
nulosses from kerosene lanterns or lamps were
truths of those states came marching cloud was passing at the same time in
triments, such as sugar, which contain Greenwood, became insane a few days thirteen, and the sum paid therefor was $5,forth out of the dust cloud to join them- France. Thus came doubt and hid for
ago, burned up his house, including a
little hydrogen in comparison with their
733 83. Eight losses were caused by careless
selves with the civilizationof the an hour so mighty a good as all the
oxygen, involve more exertion of the quantity of money and papers worth use of matches, for which the sum paid was
civilization
of
all
time.
It
destroyed
future. The mental power of Egypt
about $4,000, and tried to kill his wife. $4,091.64. Unknown or from various other
respiratory organs than such as are rich
and Greece, their achievements in art, all the arts, it silenced music, it laughed
When
the house and its contents were causes wero 134 losses, for which tho Insured
iu hydrogen, like the fats ; the more
were allowed $85,166.74.Besides the shove,
their truthful sentiments in literature at industry, it resolved life into a camp
carbon predominatesin the food, in burning, he went inside and was burned six of the companiesreported losses that ocof
bushes
and
a
diet
of
roots
and
berand morals, the true principlesof Roproportion to hydrogen, tAie more car- to death. Mr. Coggswell was a respect- curred iu 1877, and which should have appeared
man law, the divine parts of their rere- ries. Thus moral notions lie open to
in the statistiosof that year. Hold losses were
bonic acid is evolved,and the’more oxy- ed citizen, and executor of a large esnineteen iu number, and tho claims therefor
ligion— all these came on to us like the g™ve doubt, and among them every
tate.
It is thought that worrying about
gen is taken up, while the richer the
wero allowed at $3,000 24.
doves of Noah bearing olive leaves after affirmation of religion. A retreat into
diet in hydrogen the less oxygen is re- the settlement of his trust caused his
LIFE INSURANCE.
atheism,
into
the
wild
bushes
and
wild
the flood. The Greeks and Romans
insanity. \,
The aggregate number of new policies isquired.
An
atmosphere
containing
5
fell victims of errors, but there was no berries, is always possible;but against
sued in this Htate, during the year ending Deo.
or 6 per cent, of carbonic acid could be
Railroads paid specifictaxes into the 31, 1878, wae 2.624, representinginsurance to
error in their verse, none in their col- this temptation place the whole career
breathed
for some minutes without op- treasury June 30, as follows:
tho amount of $4,251 ,7M.
umns and arches, none in their courage, of mankind, and you will easily conThe sum received by the companies as (nompression; at 11.51 per cent, great exer- CbicMo an>l MichiKan Lake Shore, Us
clude
that
the
religion
of
humanity
connone in their marble forms; the early
due in ffiTO ....................... ..fl0,7fl0.44 inal) premiums, during the year, was $003,tion
was
needed
to
breathe
for
one
Chicago and Northwestern,due July,
churcn sank laden with mistakes and tains the outlines of a truth. As
217.8a
1'7« ...................................
18.824.73
The amount of losses and claims actual!
the Alcotts, minute; at 7.2 all the carbonic acid Orand
follies, but there was nothing perish- the Thoreaus,
Rapidfi and Indiana, due July,
produced in the body is retainedin the
paid to Michigan
during 187
ihiga policy-holders,
and
the
Emersons
were
called
187
......
S.M0J7
able in its chanty, its prayers, its faith
was $472,847.37.
Michigan
GSLine.
due
Julr,
187!)
.......
2,242.34
and hope, and hence, out of the flames back from their tents and vales
The amount of losses actually incurred durKilanuzooindSouth Uaveu, duo July,
Can This Be Our Senator?
which consumed all these old times, by the mighty voice of the world
1H7D ...................................1,062.8!) ing tho year (representing claims paid or to bo
Jackson. LarieiiiR and Hatrinaw,due July,
paid) was $448.2r&94.
there has flowed down toward us a they had abandoned, as the roar of all
A Ftirum reporter was detailed to inThe companies represented in tills State,
187!) ...................................
14,788.68
the
combined
thoughts
and
achievestream of most pure gold. It matters
terview Hou. John Jones. He produring tho year 1878, received from their entire
Fire was discovered in the engine business ah income amounting to $77,485,little how a nation dies, whether by ments of the past and the present came ceeded at once to his residence, tlRd,
Green’s 000 01, from the following sources, viz.
one vice or by many, the God of nations to them all day and all night, telling running up the garble steus, rang the room of Oliver, Belknap
them
that
civilization
was
not
a
blunplaning
mill
and
sash
and
door
factory, Premiums ..........................$66,083,017.05
goes to it in its last hour and bunds
bell. A lady appeared at ilie summons
lut* rest ......
...... ..... ii.J.. 21108.830 19
.... . 21HI, 162.07
over to immortality its truthful princi- der, but a truth, so the heart bewildered of the servant, whom the reporter sup- in Greenville, a few days ago, and in Other sources... ..................
ples. Just as when a poet like Robert in religion may become reassured if it posed to be Mrs. Jones, the wife of the less than five minutes the entire estabTolal ........................
.....$77,486,00991
Burns dies by command of intemper- will turn from the small to the great, distinguished gentleman. Bowing and hsument was in a blaze. The fire comThe disbursementsfor the same period were
municated to a quantity of lumber, part for
ance, or as when a Byron passes away and will ask the humai. soul every- removing his hat, the. reportersaid:
$27,642,386.37
owned
by the firm, part by ex-Mayor Loaaen ami claims ....................
injured by many sins, their valuable where to sum up for it the values of a
“Is Mr. Jones at home?”
Dividendsand other disbursements
faith
in
God.
To
you
thus
gazing,
reDaniel C. Moore, and part by Towle,
and beautiful verses are detached at
to policy-holders.................. 30,895.134.44
“No,” was the response.
Douglas & Co. The losses are esti- Dividend* to stockholders ...........3V8.9f2.34
last from the marred or ruined soul, ligion will come in the similitude of a
“Ho is not in the houae, then?”
mated as follows
Oliver, Belknap & Management expense*., ............ , 10^89,988.09
and live in their own intrinsicpurity ; fact, not a truth of which you cannot
“No, sir.”
Total dlabursements ........... .; $68.936.161. 18
so nations, though they may have died doubt, but as an idea standing near by
“Ah I In that case he must be out?” Green, $15,000 to $20,000 ^ Daniel C.
The amount of the receipts from tax collected
Moore, $1,000 to $2,000; Towle, Dongintoxicated, or amid carousal of crime the most absolute verity. It is indeed • “He is.”
and paid into the State treasury for the year
Iss & Co., $300 to $500. The Detroit,
and sin, are unable to involve their possible to question the authority of
“Huml When will he be in?”
ending May
1870. was $70,088.92(from’ fire
Lansing aud Northern railroad will also companies, $50,818.27, from life companies,
truths in their personal calamity; but Christ, but to question the autborityof
“I don’t kuow.”
, , „»
from all their burning homes and pal- atheism, that god of night and oblivion,
“Ah-hl No objections to publishing lose from $300 to $500 in damage to $10, <70.05).
aces forms above life are seen carrying is more possible and easy still; for it this interview in the Daily Forum, 1 oars on track.
Yellow-Fever Poison,
away all the household gods that em- has never acted like a truth, currying suppose?” .
1
Two
daughters of Deputy garden
Dr.
BehmMt,
of the New Orleans
body a virtue to decorate with them the men to grandeur on proud wings. And
“Not at all ”
Hinkley, cf the Jackson 8tate Prison, Charity Hospital, has had numerous ophence
the
soul,
filled
with
the
solemn
temples and homes of, the subsequent
“Thank you ;” and the reporter bowed were drowned a few days agb. The portunitieefor investigatingthe nature
mystery of life and death, would better
eras..
and left. He returned again, however, family and friends, to the number of of the yellow- fever poison. He takes a
It being true that the human soul say, “I should prefer to fasten the about 11 o’clork at night, in hopes of
fourteen, had gone on a picnic excur- decided st&iid &£&iust the germ-tiieoryf
ascends according to the quantity and sandal of a Jesus rather than receive finding the gentleman at home. At any
sion to Michigan Centre, four miles claiming it to be a disease depending—
quality of its truth, and sinks according from atheism a crown; would rather
rate, a man raised the upper window distant, and while bathing,in company like small-poi, scarlet fever and measles
to the quality and quantity of its false- touch the hem of the garments of Christ
when the bell rang, and asked who was with their brother, «ud in fpll view of —upon a specific poison of animal orihoods, it must also be true that man, than be mj self arrayed in the richest there. The reporter explained his busitheir parents, tho two young ladies— gin, a product of the diseased human
when unable to find the absolute truth, drapery of unbelief.”
neas, and asked il, it was the Hon, Mr. Cora, aged 16, dtod Carrie, aged 19
organism itself. The fact that in the
must attach himself to the nearest posJones who spoke. The man said it was, went beyond their depth, sank and case of putrefactionthe poison increases
What Things May Come in Dreams.
sible approach to a verity. If to know
and if the reporter didn’t leave he’d were drowned in about twelve feet of in intensity with each individual
the whole truth were a perfect bliss,
The c»an who wants to “sleep upon” throw a pitcher of water out The re- water. Their father and brother both
through whom it passes explains the fathen to know in part and see in part a project before deciding may be wiser porter hoisted his umbrella, and asked
came hear drowning in their frantic ef- tality of the disease, which increases as
were a second condition of happiness. than he knows, for in that sleep his
what Mr. Jones bad to say on the forts to save the unfortunate young
And this is th^ best rational defense of mind, unknown to him, may traverse subject of internationalfinance end ladies, but were rescued by the timely the epidemic advances. The prevention
of the disease involves the interesting
him who espouses the tenets of religion. the ground again, unhampered by his
commercial reciprocity. Jones threw arrival of' John M. O’Hem, who, hear question of quarantine,and the perfect
Unable to learn the absolute facts from will, uninfluenced by his prejudices, the water, but the ujubrelto would have ing the outcry, came to their assistance.
isolation of the first cases would appear
either the priest at the altar or from the and give him a clearer and better judgprotected .the reporter bad not Jones The bodies were subsequently recov- to be the most important' sanitary
atheist with his denial, man is justified, ment. Who has not awakened to see
thoughtlessly dropped the pitcher. ered.
measure.
./indeed made rational and happy, by light where all seemed dark the night That
iiiai enaea
imiureua and
aim interview,
interview
ended me
the umbrella
The followingcircular has just been
asking the generationsto tell him how before? Causeur remembers an in- and nearly smashed the reporter, but
A Programme.
ut he
hi
near they ever came to finding the stance in his own experience, back in feels sweet revenge in the fact that Mi issued, addressed to the different Red
Some forty years ago the programme
Ribbon Clubs of Michigan
presence of a God and the confinesof a his high-schooldays. Good Mr. Sher- Jones’ water-pitcher is no nibire.
of one of the concerts of the Norwich
niore. fy
I
Landing, Mich., June 27, 1879.
second life. In this comparison of ideas win had given the class a tough prob- struck his cheek.
Musical Festival contained the followThe Mooml annual conventionof the Reform
atheism tolls below its counter thought lem, which involved both geometry and
Clui>e of Michigan will be held at Lansing, ing list of pieces and of singers— it can
’
and competitivecompanion, for if nat- algebra in its solution. Oausenr took
hardly be considered overloaded as reCharles Foster, Republicancandi- Wednesdayand Thnra^ay, Aug. 6 and
Ton are earnestly invitedto be represented gards punctuation : * Comfort ye Mr.
ure, not to say God, loves and blesses a it home, and woiked and worried over date for Governor of Ohio, is an active
at this convention by at leaa* three or niore
Hobbs, But who may abide Mr.Balfe,
truth, aud opposes a falsehood, then it it all the evening. He made diagrams gleaner of sequins In Fostoria, which
delegates.
would seem that religion, as held by without end, and wrote down equations takes its name from him, he is a banker,
Not a dob organizationin the State should Behold a virgin Mr. Yonng, Behold
darkness shall cover Mr. PmUins, Re-man, must come very near being a veri- without number, but the equation a dealer in general merchandise, in fail to be representedat this convention.
Something must be done to farther the cause
joice greatly Miss Birch, He shall feed
ty, for nature has blessed it in all the which was to give in known terms the grain, and in hardware, and a partner
of temperance, and how can we better do this
long history of man. It is not alleged value of the unknown x he could not in a spoke factory and barrel factory. than hy meeting together and discussingthe Miss Hawes, Come unto me Madame
Stockhausen.”
that the highest doctrines of natural re- evolve from them. Time and again a He Fosters all these different interests. question in all its phases?
1
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ESTRAY notice.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, July 19, 1379.

VTOTIOE

it herobr Riven tlut on or abont the
12th day of July, 1878, a sorrel ho'se,
12 years, and whose weight is about
pounds, strayed
itrayed from the promisee
premises of the underi
signed. Anyone who
lo can give any Information
about the same, or who will return tne same to the
Brick Yard near the Village of Zeeland, can collect his expenses by callingat

S

ll

abont

LIPFXROOTT'3 MAGAZINE.
Magzine for August is a
capitalsummer number. It opens with a
paper, the first of two, on “Catskill Re*
glou," which will be likely to swell the
Lippincott’s

VEKSEKLAASENA
Holland, July

erlncing

article

perfect knowledge and keen ap-

a

A HOLLAND Saw

preciation of Its peculiar beauties, while

£\. brlckmaker to

the illustrations are of first-rate excellence.

In

North Carolina.

describes the

“Guignol”
marionettesof the Champs

with curious detailsand engravings.

Chicago, Illinois.

!

FURNITURE.
The best and cheapest place

Boyesen,give a vivid characterization of
manners and conversation,and

a painfully inlersting account of his last

of the two In

illness.

Edward King

famous

journalists recently deceased,—

writes

bny

to

FURNITURE

Taylor’s

the city

of

diictiou in all Dress Goods for the balance of the

and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School

season. All wool

Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

Holland, is at the
on

on “Women’s Mistakesabout Work.”

a fine

assortment

of Slraw and Felt Hats.

variety. Ladies’ Hoisery from 5c up
pair.

In my Grocery DepartmentI

in
to

endless

line

6$c per

;

keep

the

also a fine

of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Candies and

Cigars.

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

I

still

best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City

Salt white fish, Trout

to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

mmi

cumins, wiiiow- wm,

ranted just ns represented.

in all grades and prices from 25c to 90c per yard.

Sheering Bleached and Unbleached

goods marked in plain figures and war-

All

$2.50 Silk Serge In the city. Linen Tablecloths

OIL-CLOTHS,
SIATTIXG, WALL PAPER,

Buwn”

has a dainty love-story,entitled“That Last

Liunen Dusters, Ulsters and

In Parasols we offer the best value in $2.00 and

CARPETS,

The fictionis unusuallyfull and entertaining. The author of “Molly

suiting 25c, formerly 35c. Bro-

ings 8c, formerly12c.

BRICK

and an anonymous writer

contributes a powerful and suggestive article

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A flue Worsted Suit at $7.50

STOKE

can be found the largest and most complete
concludes her graphic sketches of village where stock
of all kinds of FURNITURE,
in the South,

big re-

A

caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly 25c Dexier Suit-

RIVER STREET,

Etienne and Villemessant. Miss Porter

life

J

500 pieces of fast colored prints at 0c.

The

Bayard Taylor,” by Prof.

of

H-A.RRIN'CrTOlT,

E. J.

entitled

Elysees, and other public gardens of Paris,

‘Reminiscences

or English language.

C. W. M’LEAN,
181 Dearbornstreet.

. i

merland Sketches,” which are also finely

A paper

Mill man. Also, a Holland
go to my Holland settlement

Answer In either Holland

Dr. Oswald continues his admirable“Sutn-

illustrated.

THE

CHEAP CASH STORE

Wanted.

stream of trarel In the direction of that
beautiful mountain country, the

OrO TO

SONS.
22 4w

1879.

18,

FOR BARGAINS

slill

Misses' Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and

and Mackeral. I am

sellingWhite Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.

Rehearsal.” Jennie Woodvillo gives one
of her striking sketches of negro life and

manners; “A NarragaosettIdyl”

Is

“Through Winding Ways”

ing;

tinued, and
brought to

a

amus-

is con-

Mouldings Brackets,

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

Sec.

I ant

1 have the most complete lino of Undertaking
materials from the cheapest coffin to the cetebraUd
metal tdf seating casket, on hand.

selling

among

its reviews

Call

and

my goods.

see

JJo

Holland, Michigan

Eighth Street,

triable to shozv goods.

a o some good notices of recent art publi-

NOW

cations.
For sale by all

Book and News

W. WAKKER.
Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 21-8m

Dealers.

Terms: Yearly Subscription, $4 00. Single
Number, 85 Cents.
Specimen Number mailed, postage paid, A.

W. F. HARRIS-

HOLMES,

L.

B. Lippincott& Co., Publishers,715 and

A.

L Holmes &
Manufacturersof and dealers in

Bed Ribbon Reform

Club.

meeting of the Reform Club will be

held on Tuesday,July

22,

in the evening, to take action upon the
following:

& SHOES,

BOOTS

1879, at 8 o’clock

city.

AND

.

interested in the cause, are requested to

A. L.
Gband Haves,

HOLMES & CO.
1871). 45-tf

Mich., March 1st,

attend.

Holland, June
(£

10, 1879.

VAN SCHELVEN,

Prist.

Another Step Forward!!

Fluor Albns

WHITES

SSSRi Or
Thifdfww-e.to (remleut eiiinittr leui-le*,ii but little
nuderitood by pUvdriin*. It* druin upon th< (jiteml*
iiiexre**iveena di-bilitntlnjr, tlmt our American women
ero rapidly becumiug a "race ol Invalid*.” incapable ol

THB

\

Ladies, you cannot make fair skiu, rosy

cheeks and sparkling eyes with

the cos-

all

metics of Frafice, or beautlflers of the

and nothing

world, while in poor health,
will give

you such good health, strength

and beauty as Hop Bitters. A

trial is cer-

tain proof. See another column.

•

Hardware Store
- -WM. C. MELIS,

of

a

SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.

GARDEN SEEDS

from

REMEDY CO.MF’G.CHEMISTS.
8ta. 8T. LOUIS. MO.

klarkot and 8th

Monday, the Eighth day of September
A.D. 1879, Ht one o’clock in the afternoon of

Tub Baby’s Best Friend” is Dr.

Bull’s

health by keeping it free from Colic, Diarrcehn, etc. Price 25 'cents.

Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Candies, Etc

Call for anything you don’t see.
said day, at tho front door of the Ottaw a Conn. y
Circuit Court House, In the city of Grand Haven,
P.
A.
in said county of Ottawa,(said court house being
tho building in which the circnit court for the
Holland, April 20, 1879.
‘•3500 will bo paid
“For fits, sinking
county of Ottawa is held.) by virtue of the power
for u case that Hop
spells, dizziness,
of sale in said mortgage contained, said mortgage
can now be purchased
palpitationand low
Bitters will not cure
wilt be foreclosed by a sale at public auction (or
spirits, rely on Hop
or help."
vendue) of the premises describedin said mortBitters."
gage. or so much thereof us may lie necessary to VYOTICE is hereby given that default has been
“Hop Bitters
satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, for prin- 1
made lu the conditions of a certain mortgage
“Read of. procure
builds up, strengthcipal and Interest, and legal cost*, together with made and executed by Ira A. Livingston and
and use Hop Bitters,
ens and cures conan attorney’sfee of twenty five dollarscovenanted Thomas Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan, of
and you will be
tinuallyfrom the
for therein; that is to say. the following piece, or tho first part, to James Charles, late of Kent Counatrong, healthy and
first dose."
parcels of land (together with the tenements,her ty, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part,
happy.'*
editamentsand appurtenancesthereuntobelong- bearing date the sixteenth day of July. A. D. 1873,
“Fair skin, ro-y
ing) situated in the City of Holland, County of and received for record in the office of the Register
Cheeks and the
“Ladies, do vou
Ottawa, and State of .Michigan a:.d pnrticulaily of Deeds
Ottawa County, Michigan,on the
sweetest breath in
want to be strong,
described, as: Lot numbered three, and that part of twenty-fifthday of hebruary. A. D. 1874. at eight
Hop Bitters."
healihv and heantllot numbered two which is bounded on the north, o’clock in the forenoon and there recorded in lioer
fnl? Then use Hop
south, and wo*t sides by the north, south and west number 3 of mortgageson page 28. Tl at Olive O.
“Kidneys
and
UriBitters.
lines of said lot and is bounded on the east side by Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Cltarles, and widow of
nary complaints of
a Hue running parallel with the west line thereof, said James Charles, deceased, is now the holder
ail kinds perman“The greatest
and ten feet east from it. All in Block F of the and owner of said mortgage, it having been turned
ently (• ed by Hop
petizer.stomac
West Addition to said city of Holland, according over to her by the Judge of Probate of Kent CounWhich will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
nflood and liver regBltters.,,
to the recorded map thereof.
ty, Michigan, under the provisions of chapter 15d
the same time. This cheap method of ferti.lzing
ulator, Hop Bitters"
Dated, May 31st, A. I). 1879.
of the Compiled Laws of the Btate of Michigan
has bnt recently been introduced in this locality,
“Sour stomach,
JAN
KN’OL, Mortgagee.
of 1871, said James Charles leavingno children,
as is giving very good satisfaction.
sick headache ana
“Clergymen, Law, J. C. Post. Attorneyfor Mortgagee.l7-i3w
and the residue of his personal estate incinaing
dizziness, Hop Bityers, Editoa, Banksaid mortgage, not exceedingthe sum of one thouters cures with a few
ers and Ladles need
sand dollars,as appears by the records,files and
doses.”
Hop Bitters dally."
inventories relatli.g to said estate in the office of
the said Judge of Probate. That on said mortgage
“Take HopBIttei*
“Hop Bitters has
and the note accompanyingtbe same there is
three limes a day
restored to sobriety
claimed to be due for pnneipa' and Interest,at
and
yon
will have
and
.health,
perfect
this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
articles,
no doctor bills to
wrecks from intemdollars at.d seventy-two cents, and also the snm of
perance."
pay-’’fifty dollars, the attorney fee provided for In sakl
mortgags in case of foreclosure. That no suit or
For sale by J. O.
DOESBURG.
proceeding at law or in equity has been instituted
for the recovery of said debt or any portion thereof. That by virtue of the power ot sale In said
by the pound or wagon load, for which the
mortgage coutatued and the statute In such case
highest market price will be paid.
made and provided said mortgage w ill be foreC. MELIS.
closed by a sale of the land describedtherein to
satisfy said mortgagodebt and interestthereon at
Jnst published,a new edition of
the rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said atReady for
Open lor Dress.
SS. CULVXSWSLL’S C1L1BSATSS 13torney fee and costs of sale, at public auction or
SAY on the ro'/icn/ cure (without medvendneto the highest bidder on TnetdaF, the
icine)of Spermatorrhcea
or Hemlnal
Twenty-ninth day of July, A. D. 1879,
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impsat ten o'clock In the forenoon, at the front door of
tency, Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. ImpediBEST AND CHEAPEST
the Clrenit Court house in the City of Grand Haments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilven, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michiepsy and Fltsindncedby self-indulgence or sexual
gan, that being the place of holding the Circuit
extravagance, <tc.
Court for said County. Said premLea are described
Tho celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
In said mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years' successof land altuate.Ivlng and being In Ottawa County
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycured without the dan- A SMALL CDSIOM MILL IH EVERY TILLAGE and State of MJchluan and described as the southwest quarter of tno northeastquarter of flection
gerous use of internal medicineor the application
AND TOWN.
six (8). town seven (7) aortb. of range fonrteen (14)
of the k«lfe, pointing ont a mode of care at once
•
1
west, containing forty (40) acres, bo the
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM,
or less. Also all that portion of the north part of
We respectfullyInvite the attention of onr citi- every safferer, no matter what his condition may
the southeastquarter of tho northeast quarter as
zens to the sti ck of goods which we have opened be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radiCedar Falls, Iowa, March, 1877. mav be contained within the limits described as
one door east of tL Van der Veen's hardwarestore, cally.
$20 clean profltdallywith onr 2a inch mill. Only
follows: commencingat
2f
faT’ This Lectnre should bo In the hands of 4-horse
and the prioes for which we offer them.
J. W. STOWE.
the south ast quarter of the nortj)M*t QCirter ef
every yonth and every man In the land.
said
section
six
(6).
thence
east
north
Sent free under seal. In a plain envelope, to any
City Grain Elevator, Dayton. O , Dec. 14, *80.
line of said southeast quarter of northeast
address,
Your ?0-lnch mill “beats" onr 4 foot stone on quarter to the Grand Haven or River road: ihence
Spices,
Addressthe
19-ly
either W»eat, meal or
J. DURST, Prop.
MinthBasterlv along tho center line of said road
iience west parallel with the
Danville. R. R. Elov. Chlcaeo. Jan. 25. 1877.
Toilet,
Tht
ISDllAl COm
We average a ton of meal per hour on onr 24-inch north line of said southeastquarter of northeast quarter to the west line of said southMStouar41 Ana fit-. Kit York; Post Office Box. 4986.
stene. Has run four years. Verv satisfactory.
etc , etc.
OF

TtlE

PROVERBS.

PROVERBS.

&

OR

STEKETEE.

Mortgage Sale.

HOMESTEAID

SUPERPHOSPHATE

Baby Syrup, since it maintainsthe baby’s

priicipal Colon,

etc.

)

HARRIS

111!

A

tiriuluclnnlll•all!ly(ifDprtmr,or enjoying llfe'a plea ure*.
I’rof llurri* Vaginal i'a»tillc,n new departure In medicine.
A thoroughly common *rn*c treatment.Applieddirectly
tothe scat of the diiriM'.and
it*»pecillc
Influenceexerted
atoiice,producingon imiiicdiale•ootlilug and rntoratire
effect. Tins npplinition of the remedy U attended with do
pain or unplcniaulum,and doe* not interferewith the ordinary piirtniteand p oaiurc* of life.Circular* areient In
perfectlyplain eiirvlo|«
», aecun-ly tealrdfrom obietvation,
• nil p'luedr put up in neat plain hoxr< cl three tizea, with
foil direction* inside.No. 1, (eunuchto li*t * month,)
(B;No 2, (t noii"li (o Inittwo inontiiii.SB:No S.'leiting
three month*, and ample for cure, exceptingIn chronic
cate*! 810. Will) rich box we send A Female Syringe
• "d mitneTmiieFlllr.af anxllierhitothu
remedy.
J ->nd itamn for a pamphlet Eirlng full deicriptlow
"f Remedy, and llluitraiedby pleteiehowlnglU
application. Thia pamphletarone if worth ehnntired time* Itecoitto any lady In delicate health,
” being a thoroughlypracticaltrcatlieonthifdlieate
,

AT

ini!

having been made In the conditions A complete line of New Dress Goods, Black Silks
certain mortgage, (w hereby the power
a full line of Alpaccas, endless variety of calitherein containedto sell has become operative),
coes ginghams,jocouets, lawns, etc.
executed by Johan FrederichHummel, of Holland
City, Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jan Knol, of the
Hosiery from the cheapest sock to finest
same place, bearing date the twentiethday of
Lyal thread stockings.
February. A. D. one thousandelgi.t hundred and
seventy-eight, and recorded in the officeof the
Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa, in the
complete assortment of bed ticking,
State of Michigan, on Hie twenty-fifth day of Febsheeting, quilting calicoes,live geese
ruary A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
feathers,etc., etc.
seventy-eight,in liber number 11 of mortgages, on
page 31, upon which mortgage there is claimed to
be due at the date ol this uotlce the sent ot one A full line of Boots. Shoos, Slippers. Ladies Gal- I
hundred and fifty-twodollarsand fifty-two cents,
ters, Ladies Boots, etc.,
“
and no anil or proceeding at law, or In equity, having been Institutedto recover the debt secured by
A fresh stock of Groceries, including our
said mortgage, or anv part thereof, (the said power
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.
of sale having become operative by reason of the
default of said Johan FrlederlehHummel i.i not
paving the interest due tn said mortmtee. and ’be
said .Ian Kno; havlrgelccted to consider the whole
amount of said principal and interest of said
mortgage to be due and payable, immediately,
after tne lapse of thirty days alter said default,
all kinds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.
provided for in said mortg ige. said thirty da\ s having elapsed prior to said election and to the date of
this notice) ; Hutlct l*, therefore, herebh given that on

U

Prnf.Ilarrli’YnsinalPeitilleaean
be obtained only

LADY BEAUTIPIERS.

Cato

pvEFAULT

LEUCORRHEA,

O

I. Bangs, Sec'y.

assortment of

Mortgage Sale.

:*ff’MAIDENS
CALLKD
.....

i

l-28w

WOMEN

Haven, - -

Custom Made Goods

eun
INFAL-

LIBLE UEMJuDY

No. 74 Washington street,

Grand
Mich.
Lansing, Mich., June 27, 1879.
Having bnt recentlyformed our co-partnership,
Presidentof the Reform Club:— The wo wish to Inform our fellow-cltixens of (iraud
second annual State Convention of the Re- Haven and surrounding towns that we have a flno
form Clubs of Michigan will be held at stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
Lansing, Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. which we offer for sale cheap. However,
6th and 7th. You are earnestly invited to
be representedat this Convention by at
will remain our Specialty.
least three or more delegates. * * *
The meeting will be held In the law Quality uf work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
office of Mr. A. Visscher, and all those

A

I’ of HarrU,Hi<r tntur x> or. of niuly ai<ttdby chun!c«l r«i-»rch »nd experiment,
toyethcr with experience
eaincitIn the treetmeiitnfe Urge number of
under
hi* core, lit* •tint Miixri-dedIn coiii|Hmndingan
lor the t- ourge 10 Common among

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at

YOUR TIME TO GO TO

advert leer,
of that dread dleeaae,
by
remedy. Is
to
to his fellowdifferenttho
of
nil
desire it,
he w ill send a copy of tho prescription used, (free
of charge.) with the directions fot preparingand And see the finest openingof Spring and Summer
nsina the same, which thuA will and u sure cure
Goods; among them the finest line of Shawls
for Consumption. Asthma. Bronchitis. Ac.
ever brought to this
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
address,
beautiful
tableE. A. WILSON, 19 1 Penn St.,
wllliamsbnrgh,
N. Y.
cloths, table-linen, toweling, etc.

Co.

717 Market St., Philadelphia.

18

^lUAiuuiunra&mffMES TO CONSUMPTIVES.
THE
The
having been permanently cured
Consumption,
a simple F. &
A. Steketee
anxious
make known
GINAL FASTI ![£
means
cure. To
who
On Monday Morning next,

to any address, on receipt of 20 cents. J.

“

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

than any House on the east shote. Men’s Cotton

“Women’s Husbands” is

conclusion. The “Gossip” is

bright and varied, and

A

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.

Ready made Clothing cheaper

v

BONE BLACK

FEETILIZEE.

J

ALSO THE

^Mitional f
You

oral.

Champion Drill

seldom get the chance to buy such

flue juicy, rich steaks, or roasts as to-day,
at the

meat market of
J.

KUITE.

Call and see

Tub

finest kind

brought

E

to this

of

white shirts ever

town are now for

J. Harrington.

are 4 ply, and the

sale at

The bosoms and

body

cuffs

of the finest fabric,

Forks,

X

j,

the Patent Hay

and

Improved^

numberless

other

BURR STONF

useful

and necessary.

Wanted-Bones! Bones!

at 75 cents.

Call and see the finest fresh meat on
the block to-day, at the meat market of
J.

KUITE.

Itducrtismcnts.

29-ly

WM.

UIDl: Uf

UiUlTlUU!

aervico.

HEW

FIEM!

SRIST and

FEED MILLS

WARRANTED

MORTGAGE SALE.
r\EFAULT having been made in

U

New Stock! New Store!

the con-

dltlons (whereby the power of sals therein
has become operative) ef a certain mortgage, executed by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April, A. D. 1878, to Mary B. donle and recorded In
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
county and State ol Michigan, on the elxth day of
April, A. D. 1878, aforesaid at twelve o'clock,noon
of that day, In Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
281, on which laid mortgage there is claimedto be
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the snm
of four hundred and five dollars ($4 )9.00) principal
and Intereit, and no proceedingsat law or In
equity haring been institated to collect said sum
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by vinne of the power of sale as aforesaid,notice
Is hereby given that on
th«

TuMday

day

MTonth

Boot

&

Kramer.

;

/

the

power.

«Iodj

,

Publishers,

Teas, Coffees, sugars,

ALL CHE

CASH.

FOOt

Prices.

of section thirty-two (S3) town seven (7) north, of goods and
r*nsje fifteen (15) west, in the county, of Ottawa
and State of Michigan^ togetherwith the appurtenances thereuuu) oelongmg.
Dated Grand Havkn. July Srt. Ai D. 1879,
ft. SOULE. Mortgagee.
S vnubl L. Tatis, Attorn >y for Mortjaiet. 24-lSw
Holland, Mich.,

-

—

,

No trouble to Show

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.
June

21,

1879.

feed.

mm

Laundry and

of October, next, (1879) at two o'clock In
Soaps,
the afternoon, at the front doer of the Oourt
Honse, (the place of bolding the Circuit Con rt) in
the city of Grand Haven In said county of Ottawa,
Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
gald mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premlaestherein and hereinafter described, or so expert Judges. Fine Candice, Tobaccosand
much thereof so shall be necessary to satisfy and Olgars, Toys, Notions, Flowsr Pots, Hanging
pay the amount duo on said mortgage, with Inter- Baskets in groat variety.
est and cost of advertisementand sale, together
with an attorneyfee of twenty-five dollars, provided for Ih said mortgage in case of foreclosure.
A(P
Said mortgaged premises are describedin said
mortgage and will be sold as follows,to wiU-th*
Give ns a trial and yon will be pleased with
west-half of the oast-halfof the south-east quarter

MART

Farmebs and Stock Men

weWMH)

EDWARDS A

OO.

W:

ter ot northeastqnarter: thence north along

Champaign. HI., March 6th, 1878.
bushels per hoar on a 80-lneh mill, an “Old

TO

80
$8,000 a year, or $5 to M0 a day
anrvey— together with the tenements,heredltaF. B. 8ACKKTT,
In your own locality. No risk. Miller"
ments and appurtenancestberenntobelonging or
Women do as well as men. Many
Miller for T. Doty A Co.
In anv wise appertaining or thereuponsituated.
j V V V mike mors than the amount stated
above. No one can fall to make money fast, AnyHUEBARD,
J. C. RICHARDS, A CO., Chicngo, III.
one can do the work. Yon can make from 50 ct«.
holder and owner of sa'.d mortgage. to $2 an hoar by devoting yoar evenings and spare
BPILDIB* OT
time to the bnainess. It costa yon nothingto try
Clk^(ornfj for owner of Mortgage.12-13w
the business.Nothing like It for money makimr Grain Elevator*, Steam Engines, Corn
ever offeredbefore. Bnslnesspleaflantand strict
‘ Shelters,Ac.
__ — - ly honorable. Reader, If yon want to know all
28-1?
abont the best paving business before the public,
scud ns yonr address and we will send you full
and post i»l<l— Tilt
particulars and private terms free; samplesworth
\ GROCERY bnslness for sole. Doing a good
_
_
I1/.VKULVlllIXJfcT
35 kIsu free; vou can then mike rp yonr mind fo
per Vfr-F to nil. lit l„ mo or traveling. /\ b-isim-Bs.In a conntrv town. Inquire at this
ourself. Address GEORGS 8TINSON A 00r f iu U,

talks,

jiii

Maine.

Fortlafad,

_
a

19-ly

,

t>-ii.ct...n0’

new.

A

BARE CHANCE.

__

Address, T..o Devcr'.y Co.,

Ouagu

office, for

further

information. 11-tf

a

Our

Rkv. Dr. Phelps hss arrived home.

Who

is nearly

Mr.

new

public hall

Closing Out Sale

completed.

Ten Eyck, and
E. Van der Veen’s block Is receiving
yesterday fro'*1 some finishing touches which Improve it

home

Illinois.

Veeneklaasen?— See advertisement.

the

city attorney, Jas.

family, arrived

has found the sorrel horse of Mr.

E. G. D.

Holden, has been elected

was commenced on the founda- Grand Master of the’Grand Lodge of
the new schoolhouseon Tuesday Fellows of Michigan.

Odd

The

Dr.R.A.Sckuton,
dispatchesindicate that the

latest

price of wheat is coming down, although

European markets are

The

Early on Wednesday morning Alderman Herbert Cropley was presentedwith'

GOODS

stiff.

PROFItiaBTOJfc.
This new ctore will keep a fall uppljr of the beet

a violent character, that Dr. 8.

L

Among

ped and the schools closed.

the cablegrams we find that "In

East. He

the

Wednesday

the Post

List of letters remaining in

In order to reduce oar Mock and make preparation for an exteurtvo Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balanceof our stock of Summer Goods at actual
cost.

Wines &

office at Holland, Mich., July 17th, 1870:

Sabbath school of the Episopal Robert Kante, J. M. Eaton.
church of tilts city will indulge in a boatWm. Vkrbrkk, P. M.
E. Van der Veen & Co’s stave factory is r de and picnic on Thursday next, 24tb
Rev. J. A. Barnes, of Spring Lake,
running right along, and the shipmentsare 1 ist.
Mich., will preach at the M. E. Church in
regular. This factory is a greater blessing

Francis Murphy is

community than many people are

aware

of.

have just received the largestand

said to have lost In

this city, July 20th (to

Summer

morrow) both morn-

San Franciscoby mining speculation more ing and evening. He and Rev. Mr. Coplln
than he made by his temperance revival
having changed pulpits for the Sabbath.
work in that city.

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

(for

The

to this

Firhotriu, Tiilit Midi, Elgin,

And the finest Miortment ef

igrating to America. "

Morris

contemplatinga return to Michigan.

licit

Wrlttag Material, Snuff,

em-

expects to bo back

during the latter part of August.

Xtiiim

At Cost.

depressionin Lancas-

shire large numbers of operativesare

D. Van' Pelt, left on

last for the

fl

its first

consequenceof

Rkv.

Tornadoes and hurricanes are so numerous at Red Cloud, Neb., and of such

had

village of Evort, Mich.,

circus a few days ago, and the mills stop-

two daughters.

We

SUMER

and

morning.

is

Three doors Enst of Kruisenga’s Store.

-O F-

greatly.

Work
tion for

Tue foundationior

Master J. M. Doesburg has arrived
home from a trip to Detroit, Mich.

lotting

And almoct everything tolonglnf

tn

ft well

tocked drag ctore.

Silks at Cost.

p.

The abort-

ft

re the nunafftctirerc
•(

DR.

BCHODTEN’S

Granadines at Cost.

AHMMD

EZPPmr

FILLS

A.VTJD

.

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb,

French Novelties at Cost.

••+

finest stock of cardboard,fine papers, letter

heads, statements, and envelopes ever

brought

to this

city.

Now

order your job work and

of Spring Val-

ley, Rockland County, N. Y.,

upon

the

The French and American
seem

day or

to have canals on the brain; one

is

get

Rev. C. E. Crispell,D. D., was approved, proposedin New Jersey 11,000 feet long to
lower rates
and arrangementswere made for liis instal- connect Newark and New York Bays, and

entertainmentwill be elven

our Summer Dress Goods

All

1

at Cost.

Summer Shawls

Memphis advises of Thursday ijiform

lecture room of the MethodistChurch this

at Cost.

cludes

a dish of ice

are cordiall’'
-

That

cream. The

public

invited.
—
----- -f-'
.

which Mr. Ed.

mortality among the children of that city,

from cholera infantum.

Richard Kanter, better known to the''
Harrington,Jr. has been driving through travellingcommunityns “Dummy Dick,”
town recently, were sold to Mr. R. C. who has been noticed in and around the
fine team of bays

City

Mills,

pronounces it

a very fine speci-

men.

All reports agree that our wheat

crop

excellent, especially in quality.

is

Linen Suits and Dusters

at

Cost.

J.

In the

of the Grand Lodge
Grand Encampment I. O. O. F. vs. R.

nd

civil suit

Morrison et al., the report of the ref- Lawn Suits at Cost.
Grand Rapids, who bought them City Hotel for years, died on Monday
a family driving team. Mr. Harring- niuht last, at the age of 40 years, after eree was vacated and referredback, in
t Aft wentto Illinois on Wednesday evening
the case of the Grand Lodge, while in
ton
a lingering Illness of several mouths.
In fact, everything in the
the case of ihc Encampment motion for a
last for another lot of fresh horses.
A Berlin dispatch says the cholera has similar order was denied.
line of Spring and Summet
made
its appearance in Smolensk, Russia.
We are pleased to learn that the business
The Rev. Mr. Nicholson and Gen. Goods will be offered at prime
at the Butter Tub Factory has steadily in- The terrible epidemic, diptheria,continues
Quien were upset while sailingon Cayuga cost, as we do not intend to
creased, and that the factory is unable to its ravaees in Bessarabia, where a rescript
Lake, N. Y.,t3en. Guien’s little daughter
of
the
Governor
is
published
ordering
unifill all the orders it receives. We hope Mr.
carry them over.
Purdy will contiune to prosper, and en- versal fumigationof dwellings and cloth- Addle, standiug on the bench, saw the accident, jumped in a skiff, pulled out
large the factory to an adequate capacity, ing of the peasantry.
-«•*where the gentlemen were struggling in
so that it may become one of the principal
This bona fide reduction will gWc all thoac who
Monday and Tuesday were the hottest the water, and rescued them.
are in waut of any of the above named gooda a

-

A MONTH guaranteed, filt a day at
home made by the Indaimoti!. Caul in
not reqnlred;we will start yoo. Met,
women, boys and girl! make money faitei
at work for us than at anythingalia. The work is
light and pleasant,and aach as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
•end us their addresaesatonce and soefor them•elvea.Costly outfit and terms free. Now Is the
time. Those already at work are laying np large
•umi of money. Address TRUE A OO., Agnsta,
19-ly
Maine.
I

of
\ Luce,
Lui
I

REMEDY
1-Mw

On Wednesday last the first new wheat
(Saturday) evening, under the manage- us that five new cases of yellow fever have
was brought to the City Mills by Mr. P.
riient of the Church choir. An admission appearedand that the “scare” is renewed.
Kuyers, of Groningen. Mr. Becker of tlie Parasols at Cost.
The Chicago papers speak of frightful
fee of ten cents will be charged, which in-

--

ERRORS

days of the season, so far, the thermome-

regular session of the

Common

Council on Tuesday evening lost, it was

ter going
is

up

to 94

cool compared

3

in the

shade; but this
Chicago, or

to Detroit,

resolved to order out the Fire Department

New York.

for inspection and the trial of fire wells, the

cago 98 to 100; and in

change to aave from

who suffered for veira from
Nervoua DEBILITY. PREMATURE DECAY

A

and all the effects of youthful IndlBCretlon,will for
the sake of suffering humanity, send free to all
who need It. the recipe and directions for maklhg
the simple remedy by which he was cured. Sufferers wishing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
can do so by addressing In perfect confidence.

JOHN

B.

OGDEN, 42

In Detroit it was 108, in Chi- be held

New

fire wells, will

on Thursday evening next, at

7

hereafter.The Clerk 102 in the shade on Wednesday last. rooms. All the firemen are Invited to atwas ordered to notify all officers of the Many cases of sunstroke are reported in tend.
L. 1’. Ranters, Chief Engineer.
city to make out a list of all city property those cities. Here we have not heard of
day

F.ff.

to be appointed

in their possession and
plete list of city

make out a com-

property therefrom. Be-

sides tlic above very littleof general inter-

r”11- _______
TThere

Genl. U. S. Grant.

is a report that one of the

leading were

Liverpool lines is almut reducing

est transpired.

grant fare

to

$15.

its

Tlie matter is to

lie

to

run

It is

for n third

3STE3W

of office it

emi- would not please everybody.Not

come

bo

with

American Cough Cure. All are

the

aboard

fourth season. His home

for the

It is said that

was at Manitowoc, where his parents re- come out here
side, and where his body was

taken. The

accident occurredin the following manner: The weather being very hot, he and

some

many thousand unemployed
would

English farm laborersand miners
if

CALL_AND_SEE

Co., Druggists

and

Annis

&

Apothecaries, Hol-

--

-

—

An

eccentric gentleman in Bath, Eng-

friends went in bathing; he not be- day says: “Mr. Isaac Cappon, of the firm
of Cappon, Bertsch & Co. , is proud over the

no

lint,

and

is dressed in a cassock

clares himself to be Jesus Christ

did

not

come up

and was found drowned on the spot a few
minutes later.

The

grain elevators

in

course of con-

structionfor Messrs. Walsh and Beach
Brothers are nearly completed. These

happy over plenty of money apparently,and cnrriefl
the receipt of a pair of twins, he is mis- with him* a certain number of reserved
taken. It was a member of thej Connell tickets for the “Happy Land.”— Wonder
and one who is employed by the above if his real name is not Ed. Ronayne.
mentioned firm— alderman H. Croply—
who is the happy father. Perhaps, though.
It is becoming fashionableto go and
the Democrat means it as a joke. Explain? camp out near the harbor for a few days
means that Mayor Cappon

is

gentlemen have spent a large amount of

money

to erect suitable buildings

ceive the

to

re-

Several citizens indulged

Our

attention was called recently to the

many

thousands of bushels of fact that if our 'citizens would take the
grain which our local mills do not need, trouble to inform their friendsof the beauand deserve

a great

deal of credit for the

enterprise displayed.

driveways

at a

elevation to
cles,

tiful opportunities to

lands

it

could

otyain cheap

become the means

fruit

of con-

great expense to a proper siderablo augmentationof the business in

dump

from where

cars ready for

They have made

it

the grain into recepta- general and of our population. It is

can be loaded Into the that there

are an

abundance of lands

shipment. Their combined immediate vicinity, which have

capacity will be sufficient to handle all the

E.

a

fart

in this

hitherto

last

in

that luxury

week, and were successful in catching

all the black bass

and

Iva Baaudjr

build

a

harbor.

regular pleasureresort near the
It

for

Im
(HI

l

m

*

auMMi

potencyby

Mtmu mi!

W;

,

EXCURSIONS

the only

, viai Direct
on to the prlii-

tlon. tad titrtcinalS«tl of th* DImam, Mtlaf
ter Hi iptclfle Infloeneioa th«
aaiuias, AJaoulmtorr___
DuoU,
, ^
aad Uffthra. Tba uta
«
uie lumedy
it alUadad
with aa pain or lacniir telenet,tod
W Dm
RtmtJr it
tiUidid wl
dott not iattrftrawith tta ordlaary partaiu of lift ; it k
quickly ditwlred tad tooa abtorbed,producing aa Immoolata toothiarand raatoratiraaffectapaa Ur tataal aad
aerroat oryaanaliaotwreckedfroai atlf-abettaad ticantt,
ttoppiaftha drain froai tka lyMta, rttioriafthe Mind to
health aad aound memory, rtawrlajthe Dimneaa of
Bicht, Nerrooa Debility, Confualon of Ideaa, Avercion to Society, etc, tta, aad tba arptaraoct of prematura old
anally accoaepaayiarttb trouble, aad rtilorwf ptrftctSexual Vigor, wklre It bu been dormant for
yean. Tbit mode if Uealaaet bu Heed tba leal a eery
Metre ratee, aad k aow a proeoaaccd eaceaet. Drugs are
tue seek preecribedia thee* traabtaa,and, m maar eaa bear
wiiaem te, with bat littleIf tap perauatat goad. Thar* It aa
NoeMaaeaboat Ikia Preperetioa. Practical eUereaUMaaablei
m ta petit!valy guarantee that It will fire aatlafaotIon.—
Darioj tba ai|bt yean that It bu beta la geaaral aea, wa bate
.thomaadi ef tertlmeaiali
at la it* ealae,aad it k saw eoaceded

FrocUU

__

been regarded ns very poor, abd conse-

may bring in any one quently remained unoccupied,which are
The foliowing are the arrivals and
wish them success, and hope in reality the best fruit lands in this state, clearances as reported at the custom house
that the grain trade may increase to such and which can be bought for a small up to Tburwlay night:
a magnitude that their Investment may price. If any of your friends make inarrived.
prove remunerative.
quiries, refer them to Messrs. M. D. How- July 15— 8ctr. Wollln, Chicago, light.
“ 16— *• Tri-Color,Chicago, 900 bu corn.
ard, H. D. Post, W. H. Parks, or E. J.
" 16— 11 lope, Ladington. 55 m ihlnglei.
Wk had the pleasure to meet Mr. H. J. HarringtoitInform your friends who live “ 17- “ 8pr*y, Kenoeha, light.
CLF.ARKD.
W. Campman, assistant postmaster,and
at a distance and send them a copy of this
July
15—
Sctar.
Wollln,
Racine, 50 elm lumber.
superintendentof 1st Ref. Church tab*• 15— “ Tri-Color, Milwaukee, 00 m f b
bath school of Grand Haven, on ThursUvet, *43 brU heading!.
“ 16— “ Hope, Lndlngton,I.fiOO 1>8 batter,
day last, who was in town on business
This lying and croaking by soihe of our
1,000 doa egg!, 100 Da honey, 75
baihpotatoea.
connected with an excursionand basket sailors about our harbor ought to be
“ 17— “ Spray, Milwaukee,B m oak lamber.
picnic, for the benefit of their Sunday slopped. For years some of them have
sshool library, from Grand Haven to Kal- taken an inkrafcddelight Id misrepresentThe editor pro-tm of De Grondwt don’t
grain the farmers

!

!

The Btaanohand Nobla Steamer

TWI-LIGHT
CAPT.

F. R

BROUWER,

Is In readiness to ran for prirafoexcursions
daring the aeoaon of *79, anytime, except Sundays,
and Is also prepared to take Babhath School picnics on large barges fitted an for that parpose.
Price for taking partlas to the month of Black

am

i

Lake and Lake Michigan, $5.00. For Sunday
School excantons or large axcarrionparties with
barges $90.(10.
Parties can choose their own lime for going

and

returning.For farther partlealan apply to

CAPT. F.
No.1, (oMefb la

•aMckat
vsca&'vrtrv's

SiSfJi

—
___
pany _
BACH
BO:

R.

BROUWER.

ta

permanent cere,
!*re, aaku
ssku la
ia etrara cute,) $S
moatba, will Mae t
(’utiac o»«r three moat
. mall, tealed,la plain
rlror ia Urn want caue
!tue.) |7. Bcetby
wrappen. TuUDI [HBOTIONS for
for nolng wiUMooat-

effect a

Don't forget the Moonlight Ex-

X.
—
...w a s — _
-i _» — ^
»ma^m — —
— a
VSead
far a DexnptiTaPamphletfiriaf Aaatemkal
0 Itleetratieai, wblcb will ceaelacr the moat akeptkal
A that they
Ibay caa M
be raetarta
reetaeed ta
la par
perfect
fact maabaad,'
maabaad,aad
aad
. fitted for tba datlaaaf lib, tame u if aertr affaatad.
LSaat Scaled br (tamp leaaffM. SaM OVLT by they

cursions.

HARRIS REMEDY

the reeeipe for a simple Vexetable Balm that will remove Tan, FREUKLEi
PIMPLEb, aad Blotches, leavingthe skin •oft!
»
rodocclear and txwaltfnl; also Instructions for prod
Ing a laxariant growth of hair on a bald bead or
smooth free. Address, Inclosing 8c. sump,

t»

m

«

*

.

18-tf

1

V

would pay big!

HEROLD.

1877.

STEAMBOAT

aad pamutat Cara of
Bernina! Zmiaalons Si

am

1,

tba iptidr

pickerel they

wanted. At present there are some par*
ties from abroad camped out theie, some
of whom have been there at former seasons, and prefer Black Lake to any other
inland lake. What a pity some one don’t

Hollaxb, Mich.. Sept.

A
ud Haw Dapartnraia MaJkal S«k act, aa aatiraljr
Haw aad padtiialfafact-

_

he

Call In and get bargains.

"8EMINALPA8TILLE*
Vdukto DUoovtnr

an-

er’s life preservers, which he would grab appearanceof a pair of twins, botli being nounces bis mission as the imperial one of
after coming up from a dive; the fourth of the femininegender.” If the Democrat turning the world upside down. He lias

he dove down

I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine*
will henceforth keep It for sate at my store,
Peddling machines with wagons has been abollshca
for the simple reason that the prices of machine
ate too low to admit of any expenaa In that way

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
FOB BPEBMATOKBHCEA.

alb, de-

and

US.

and

Rnpids Democrat of yester- land, styles himself Father Christus; wears

ing able to swim, took one of the steam-

time

One Price Store.

Strictly

the rates of transportation land, Mich.

were cheaper than at present.
—

The Grand

bottles50 cents. Sold by T. E.

at

Eighth Street, Gity or Holland.

its

Mr. Hurry Shepard, before the next meeting of the North At- friends, possessing as it does wonderful
steward of the steamer Alpena, was acci- lantic Steamship association. The Canard curative virtues, sure cure for Coughs,
dentally drowned at Muskegon. Mr. line tried this experimentsome years ago. Croup, the Best known remedy, large size

STOCK
—

OF

A Complete a*sortmcntof Children's and Infants’
shoes for fall'and winter, and a fall line of
Ladies' and Gentleman’swear.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

On Tuesday last

Shepard was 19 years of age, and was

—

Corner Canal & Bronson St

very evident

term

York.

A Large amd Fine

Just received

York it was o’clock sharp, at the Eagle Fire Engine

New

SOOTS & SHOES
—
—
E. HEROLD,

A meeting of the Fire Department, for
the purpose of testingthe

Cedar 8t.,

l-26w

25 per cent.

15 to

OF YOUTH.

A GEBTLEMAN

institutionsof the city.

At h

ftll

cured by a ilmplo aad soothing
For information, addreia
DR. J. FABER A CO., 23 Ann 8t., N. Y.

fectlv

cut off the Florida keys.

in the

hoara,
3C-1J

>

Of all klndi, TUMORS, discharge!
BLOOD or macai, and all dlaeafes
of the RECTUM qnlcklyand per

PILES

another in Florida of 100 miles long, to

lation on Tuesday, September Dili.

niuht.

Prescription!carefully compound at

eng’neers

is the time to

than ever.

An

ThecoII from the Church

Msrkat sad 8U1

tta.

PIMPLES.

CO. RFB. CHERISH.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

day. We

Joslin&Breyman,

I will
II mail
mail(Free)

BEN. VANDKLF A

CO., 90

Ann

St.,

N. Y.

l-96w

•

paper-

amazoo, on Friday, July 25th, 1879. The

4^

ing the depth and capacity of our harbor.

seem

to like

what we understoodyon

largest villaffein the United slack that wo hardly need

States) at 10:20, and leave

Kalamazoo at 5

p. m., thus giving the excursionists

most 7 hours

al-

to visit differentpoints of

any. Twelve

DOORS, SASH,
Blind*, Stair Ratting, Etc.

the influencewe drew from

We Watchmakers $ Jewelers,

train will pass through this city at 8 Recently this has occurred again, and if his article entitled “the first step.”
o’clock in the morning, and tickets for the you were to splice the two tallesttogether
repeat, however,that we caooot draw any
trip can be bought at the Grand Haven on top of each other, to take soundings
other, and do justice to the language you
depot for $1 45. The fare for boys and with, they would both get drowned. We penned. The very title of your article
glrla under 14 years will be 80 cents from have a clean channel of twelve feet of
tells ns we were right. “The first step”
North Holland, Holland and Fillmore. water, and this can be proven any day to of what? Does it mean anything else than
The excursion train will arrive at Kalatna- skeptics.The pity is that navigation is ao

mazoo, (the

Manufacturersof

then state what you did

to

express; if

mean

DEALERS IN

Ware, Watches, Clocks, Scroll Sawing of’ all kinds
done to order.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

Silver

so,

by the first

feet of water will admit almost any ves- stop— and what will the second step

Also Planing, Matching aiid Resawing.

be?—

sel or steamer on the lakes— there being •nd the third) Perhaps, though, you have
only a few that load deeper, and when- said mere than you intended, and for that

All

interest. This will undoubtedly be one of

Having recently pirchaaed the Phoenix Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do
all kinds of

•r t\it
ever
thfy do, they will get stuck in Chica- reason yon stoop to call our article a false
Kinds of Spectacles.
Any one of the above articlesmode to order to
the pleasantest excursionsof the season, go ctfek
Ctteli as well as in Holland harbor.
representation. We stick to our version^
any aloe or measure on short notice end at Grand
Rapids
prices.
and the beautiful village of Kalamazoo steamboat line is what we want. That and some of the best Dutch scholars in this
of
with its many parks and attractions will would help this city more than all the city agree with us. Furthermore we have
Cor. River 1 Tenth sts.
draw hundreds from here to join and add railroads,and would kill off this croaking no desire to go into the “hair-splitiing” Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

A

Fall Line

their mite for this noble purpose.

at the

same time.

business— w c leave that to others.

Boilakd. March

14,

Gold Peaa.

1878.

fi-lj.

LOST LOVE.
JJT CARH1I. V.

BHAW.

He asked me to walk In the twlllRht,
The *Uhi ^pre aiyahlWOR§o tair.
And the yonn**if>6ni»tl!l Rlearaedlike a oreacent
TbrmtRh the balmy and soft evening air:
And we walked under the boupha ot the birch tree
That the rude ahtnmn winds had made bare.

which gives an attractive home for visifcore to this wonder of nature. Immediately in the rear— as already intimated
—a huge, irregular wall, made of immense, and in many oases of distinot
masses of rock Ijiug upon each other
in all pottfiblerude combinations,seems
so ptecaruMsto held in place thsi a
child’s hand might apparently send
hem thunuering to the shore below ;
these constituting a-qerieq of clefts or
caverns fringed with pines and cedars,
suggestive in the shadowy depths of
their rocky retreats of hiding-placesin
the olden time, invaluable to warrior
fugitive hard pressed by implacable foemen, or as fitting lairs for the bear or
panther,to which the place was once a
familiar haunt.
'

do not remember exactly
The way that the! trouble begun,
But I know that ho called me a flirt.
And I didn’t like being call' d one:
And
hltdiJtfuto,'
Or Bomething, before we were done.
.

l^WWlklW

arritf if
Ho told me that I wan deceitful.
i
that,
would
you?
And 1 wouldn't endura
w
So I told him th«t Harry was better than ha,
k.«yoB wer* iweeler than Uu^ ;
And that black.«yea
V

Then he *ald that if

I went with Harry
Out riding next evening, that he
Wonld speak to me never acaln.and I laughed,
And remarked how dreadful twould be:
And I told him that I could live without him,
If he thought that he could without me.

Ob

nn use in talkingabout it;
It was a 1 my own willfulness,though.
’Twas bis love for me mad- him so jealous.
And I— »h, well— I only know
That I loved hltn better than all the world.
Even while I was teasing him so.
there’s

aa I sit in the twilight, ^ 1 ’
While the stars are aU out in the sky
And the new moon in shining ho softly,
I think of that eve long gone by:
And those dear blue eyes seem gazing at me.
Still waiting for ray reply.

And now.

whose proud crest was to be invaded
latter. The noble antlers of the strong by human presence for the first time.
swimmer swayed ai>out as he glanced
Near by the father stood the pretty
backward at his foes, and at times he maiden, the cause of all this preparaseemed to strive to leap from the water tion, and trying in vain to hide the
in his eagerness to escape. Swifter interest she felt in their endeavors and
drove onward the boat along with two perils from those who had imposed upon
or three ethers that had joined the them this method of showing their unchase, amid the cbeert of those on bounded love and devotion to her, yet
sliore, until a^ last vdttiin reatjh, a dex- betraying at times a perturbation all
terous throw of the lasso caught the unusual in an Indian girl, as she stood
poor fugitive and dragged him along- uneasily with tearful eyes giving furtive
side, and we grieve to say that mag- glances now tipwatd and anon upon the
nanimity to the def&Ced toaa no part of deep and clear waters overhung by cliff
the policy of the captors, for a saddle of and tree.
venison served up the next day suggestAt length, the ascent began. Uped to all concerned that the red man ward, pn the inper side 6f the huge pine
had left behind him more than tha trntik, the adventurer made his way,
rocks and ravines to remind his succlaspingits round sides with arras and
cessors of his mode of living in the days
knees; upward, upward, slowly, for only
long
a vast rough knot or protuberance gave
I have spoken of fishing in the beauhim a resting place now and then, ere
tiful lake. Some of the noblest specihe was to reach where the mighty limbs
nenof that “game fish,” the pickerel, shot out from the crest, and where tue
to compare in size with any. are caught prize he sought rested, 100 feet above
here. ,Tp be sure, “trolling” is not to the dizzy starting point on the cliff bebo compared to some of my past experi- low. Outward, still outward leaned the
ences, my “dreadful enjoyment” in fearful bridge ,
which he was

only.fhat in this ca^e, as jn every, other,
it is still shadowed by
bilities of the

unku

the dark

own’

future.

possi-

'

Bat there is something more to do
beside idling along the shores of the
lake, if We would comprehend and en-

joy all the grandeur and sublime beauty
But it is on the top of this east cliff of the magnifloent pictureswhich preand at the south end thereof, that the sent so many phases on all sides. Alwork
the Titans, in tossing about though, as we glance upward through

past.-

o

of a summer’s day, the
very
Castle
of
Indolenceseemed outup in all sorts of fantastic combinations,
strikes the visitor most forcibly. Rough lined on the top of the west cliff, while
pillars indeed are there, with maSsive the influences of Sleepy Hhllow assert
capitals and architecture designed in no their dominance below, we must scale
school of Greek art, although by indefi- the rough and almost perpendicular
nite ages ante-datingantiquity in art in face of the rocks, thrown together at
that nation and even in ancient Egypt all possible angles, if we would take in
itself. Indeed, the work here savors from the top some of the grandest
more of the colossal structures of views in the whole region around.
Almost with a sigh, then, albeit a
Thebes, and the other cities of the Nile
vast blocks

So we parted there under the birch trees
When the stars were all shining so bright,
When the new moon was just disappearing
And gave but a glimmer of light.
We parted,and I went into the house
And cried through the rest of the night.

after the fugitive,gained quickly on the

over in a scene like this. Sitting quietly, we watch the glancing kingfisher, as
he darts here and there in the sunshine,
or seems sportively to dive for his dinner, while from shady vistas in the dim
forest near by its feathereddenizens
watch nn with furtive looks, as if not
quite assured of the harmless nature of
our visit Is not life with such / nrroundings very nem1 akin to rest, and
in a world so full of turmoil is not rest
as near happiness as man ever >knows,

of stone and

setting

them

the soft haze

valley, than

j

i

i

j

.

<

I

i

on

aught else, although piled tribute to the laziness of a midsummer’s
on high, unchangeable in sunshine and midday, L left our boat at the little
storm and night, long before Thebes, or landing at the foot of the cliff,to face
alone the grim obstacles presented by
1 Palmyra, or even Babylon, the great,
a direct upward clamber, and was soon
! were known to history. It is hard to
Once more we are standing together
jumping from one vast bowlder to an1 feel this standing here now, for we call it
Under the birch Ueea alone.
And his eyes are full of wonder and pain
a “new” country. Massive work this of other on the lake shore or higher up,
At the fllppvnc,v of my tone;
that Great Architect who builds for all clingingto limbs and mountain shrubs
But cannot see thei
<tr %
For the toar thr* ii -;y own.
time, for decay has hardly set any seal to secure a precarious foothold as I
Schell GTtt, Ml.
upon it, and, if this particular work is slowly made my way aloft. For hunnot known in the records of the world dreds of feet then, where a misstep
MINNEW1UCAN AND ITS LEGEND. at large, its unpretentious sohdity may might have been fatal, now on hands
more than challenge, a thousand fold and feet, anon bracing myself between
BY WALES.
more, the enduring strength and grand- gateways in the rocks, little by little
eur of the pyramids themselves. Stand- I progressed toward the summit, the
Minnewaucan, or the Devil’s lake, ing here in contemplative mood, and dry lichens underfoot,the covering of
situated in the interior of Wisconsin, glancing backward mentally over man’s the rocks, nearly making me pay for
and one of the most beautiful water- most- boasted architectural achieve- my venture. Slipping on one of these
views east of the Rocky mountains, can ments, how do these stupendous col- carpeted rocks, at length, I fell forward
hardly be surpassed in its attractive umns, these piles of rock away from the headlong into a savage-lookingrecess,
wildness even by the most far-famed of abodes of men, and so almost unheeded, and although,like a certain King of
those gems of nature’s handiwork any- dwarf man’s proudest efforts, and how England, who upon occasion, when he
where. And yet, one of these places poor and puny appear his most impos- stumbled and fell down two or three
which it might be supposed would have ing monuments to perpetuate human steps, had the “presence of mind(?) to
l

.

wading and “whipping” a mountain clambering over the blue waters, almost
brook, tired and hungry, or devoured 1,000 feet beneath; but still upward,
by gnats and mosquitoes, a la Ottawa ; and apparently with strong nerves and
but, for the very Sybariticin the luxury
steady eye and purpose, until at last,
of fishing, o unmend me to “trolling,” with foot upon a lower projection, he
when one is pulled swiftly across the stretchedhimself out to peize the prize
calm or slightly-rippling
blue waters, on which he was putting the hazard of
waiting for that savage pull at the his life. Halting in his efforts— ex“spoon”— a la “Ben”— which pull, as in hausted, dazed, outdone perhaps by
the case of a “twenty-eight pounder” what dire fate— he swayed, clinging
lately caught here, could almost jerk desperatelyfor a moment aa his footing
one out of the stern of the boat, ending tailed, then swinging for an instant
with as deft'y playing the monster aa only underneaththe huge limb, sudcouid be required with a St. John’s denly his hold was lost, his form cutting
Balloon ere he was safely landed in the the air swiftly to the deep waters bebottom of the little yawl. Making a low.
rush off at a tangent, then diving toward

The crowd surged backward as the
unfortunate youth disappeared beneath
he would foiu have reached, rushing
the fiercely-disturbedwaters; but anhere and there as the reel spun to give
other instant, and the heaving surges
him more play — the whole scope of the
parted again as the young girl sought a
lake so far as he chose to use it— after
grave with her lover— the tragedy only
a while brought him to terms, until he
^ completed when, from the cliffs above,
came atougside at 1,aa* “°
“j I another human form anddenly cleft the
subdued that lua docile deportmeat
Beek.
dir, the survivingrival and lover seekelicited pity even, and made his subing the same grave that had closed over
mission under defeat almost belie his
the other unfortunates— the y< ung warferociouslooks.
rior having, it appeared, determined
Butin the*ardor of a devotion to
not to survive the maiden he loved so
throw out his hands”— though, like wild sports and their reminiscences I well
him, I, too, tried to save myself, my had almost forgotton the wild legend
The three were seen no more, as the
sconce came into violent contact with from which the lake takes its name.
summer
ripples resumed their placidity
The
story
is
that
many
moons
long
the rocky, cavernous surface — head,
but
the old chief turned away brokenpast,
and
about
the
time
the
hands, clothingand all getting more or
less damaged by the tumble. Half white man made his first appearance hearted from the scene. He forsook
stunned, I slowly extricated mys-lf here direct from the Canadas, the beau- the place, along with his followers, and
from the place, breatliing an ejaculation tiful valley comprising the lake and the then it was affirmed that ihe place and
its surroundings was taken possession
of thankfulness that, alone as I was for territory adjoining was under the sway
of by the evil one and his familiars;
of
a
famous
chief
and
warrior
of
the
the time being, I was not left there inthat while great serpents had possession
Winnebagoes,
Kannawan*
or,
“Spotted
sensible, to be sought for, possibly,
of the east cliff, gigantic and uncouth
Panther
and
as
the
very
light
of
his
when too late, my companion meanforms of wild beasts, bears and panwhile being far away upon another part life and the pride and delight of the
tribe itself, a lovely maiden, the “Fawn,” thers, ranged up and down the rocks of
of the cliff'.
the western side of the lake.
Next, as an aid with an “Alpenstock” his only daughter, sported around its
shores
or
drove
her
bark
canoe
across
And so it became, to the aborigine,a
in the shape of a big stick picked up
near by. I proceededmore cautiously, its sparkling waters. Lithe and fleet- place accursed ; the spells of evil upon
until finally, stepping out on a project- footed, and timid almost as the pretty it only dissolvedwhen the white man
ing plateau of rock, 1 stood there with creature whence she derived her appella- took formal possession, and the waning
a great stone column at my left, draped tion, the young men of the tribe had race finally retired from the country
with some wild growth, the rock serving one after another sought her favor, but around; the latter leaving but the lein vain; until on an ill-omened day a gend we have given to account for the
to steady my position, and thence what
tall young warrior of another tribe appellation which has come to desiga magnificentoutlook was presented in
made his appearanceand took up his nate so wild yet so beautiful a locality
the direction of the southeasternoutlet
the 500 feet depths of the rocky recesses

„ 0...
f

.

,

proved most attractive to the red man, greatness, or so-calledhuman achievethe storv is that he turned from its ments.
Time stays; alas! we go.
beautiful shores with a repugnance
amounting to horror, the reason asAcross the southern part of this valsigned for this being that it was indeed
ley, and shutting the lake in as on the
the "Devil’S lake,” and as such the
other three sides, is a great rampart of
theater of every supernatural and evil
green hills, clothed to the very top and
influence.
rounded gracefully by a garnitureof
The antipathy on which this con* dense forest growth, making the lake
dnot-ot the red man was based is comon three sides the vast and deep crystal
prised in a legend bequeathed to the
basin it is; while in the southeast
present generation by some of the old
quarter a depression between the east
men of the Winnebagoeswho have long
cliff and the southern wall just noted is
passed away.
a beautiful, but irregular, valley openThe localityof the incidents narrated
ing from the rocky basin of Devil’s
ie given specifically,and 'points to one
lake, and out of which the Northwestparticular place on the shore of the
ern railroadfinds its way, a portion of
lake, a spot on the east cliff, where a
this valley being devoted to the purgigantic pine still overhangs the rocks.
poses of a rich vineyard and its white
The lake at that point witnessed a trag- mansion and other appurtenances, all
edy l&ng syne which caused
his Satanic thif. leting a pictme in thi8 direcH ms
majesty to at once take
the whole BUTTOtmdiDgB as ^hhTpttrticuel"!.ni?ite lOTelineS8'it
is hard to find * parallel.
lar province, conjuring up therewith
The lake is 600- feet above Lake
residence with the tribe, one whose as Minnewaucan.
such weird and manifold horrors that Michigan, and clear in its crystal purity to the basin ! Glancing over and be- bronzed but handsome face and merry
Chicaqo, 111.
yond the “Vineyard,” I could see line
red humanity thenceforthshunned it as
and mystenons in its character,like upon line of blue hills, apparently blue ejes carried her heart captive, enda place accursed and given over to everythat famous California wonder. Lake
ing in an appeal to the old chief for the
Five Days Without Water.
thing uncanny and horrible. But I Tahoe; it too has no visible soturoe of twenty miles off in the distance; the hand of the maiden he had learned to
rocks, the lake, the bright and sunny
must not anticipate.
supply or outlets, although of such
Sixteen surveyors in the employ of
love.
A more lovely spot, despite its name, great depth; and iNdso abounds with shore in the foreground. With the lake
The
legend
is
that,
although
the the Government left Trinidad, Colofar below and so near straight down the
can hardly be imagined. A richer fish, giving anglers the rarest sport,
pathway I had struck out that it seemed heart of the old warrior and chief rado, a few weeks ago, for a tour eastopalescent gem, under changing skies,
while the means at hand for other as if a biscuit might have been tossed secretly approved the choice of the ward to the Indian Territory line.
and in its rough granite setting, can aquatic enjoyments, in numerous boats
Major Medary commanded the party,
hardly be found on the continent. and a small steamer,complete the sum- into the rippling waters beneath, the daughter, yet the storm raised among
the young men of the tribe caused him among whom were S. M. Winchester
solitude
seemed
also
complete,
only
a
Althongh the lake is but three miles mer attractions of the place.
hawk sailing in circles in front of the to hesitate, to debate between the white and his chum, William Johnson, both
long by one and three-quarters wide, the
And
what a region for him to explore cliff fittingly disturbing it; a solitude youth and a young chief who also had Baltimoreans.Stretching south from
water is said to be more than 500 feet in
which seemed aa absolute as it might showed a devotion to the maiden, rare the Santa Fe track and east from the
have been a century ago, ere the foot- among&t the red men, too stoical in town of Trinidad are sterile plains.
Water on these plains is very scarce,
step of civilized man had trodden the most cases to be ray such weakness.
wild heights on which I seemed in- And so, onstrainedto determine in favor there being a few trickling streams that
of one or the other, he at length hit are far apart and made almost unfit for
clouds cause it to assume almost every many-colored
deb
As we have endeavored to show, one upon a novel test of devotion to the use by the strong impregnation of alkali.
tint that can be given from the sky or teatheiyfera8>flmo6^roP/^L\ <hlr
Tue corps worked eastward, locating
of the noblest views to be had in the being he himself •*0 loved,
shore; the winds, the purple hues of forms, bowing
townships on the way, until the 5th inst.
Where
the
point
of
the
east
cliff
whole
region
is
commanded
from
this
evening, the magnificent deep green »n(1 decayed logs as the soft sout
Then a squad of five men. commanded
pines, and the graceful swaying elms > breezes come up the valley to make the portion of the west cliff, but unless the makes a sudden turn and abrupt angle
by
Mr. Sheets, were sent from a point
casting their shadows upon it or reflect- 1
wav?s
Z place is leisurely “flanked,” ascended toward the httlevalleyon the south, a on Willow creek with orders to run a
gigantic
pine
tdterfed
from
the
top
of
from
the
shoulder
or
rear
of
the
cliff,
it
ed in its waters, varying so constantlyI «J>ore,andlazily sway the benches of
transit eighteen miles due north. The
is no holiday task for the average tour- the cliff immediately over the lake;
the rich pictures presented that
ta’®€8 overjjead' ^ 7
task having been performed the five set
ist to essay th© outlook. But i found and at almost the highest fork or cleft
-every hour of the daf exhibits gome ^ting here to sketch, and
out at nightfallfor camp. In a few
of
this
huge
tree
a
pair
of
bald
eagles
an easier pathway in beating a retreat
from the point I have described,and hud built their nest, a conspicuous ob- hours they realized that they were lost,
with nothing but. thirst and boundless
seeking the boat once more; tit was a ject in the n* w of the valley below.
Perhaps, then, to postpone his decis- sterilitybefore them. On the morning
welcome rest to get to
accustomed seat in the trim little craft, and ion as a final matter; perhaps to rebuff of the 6th a consultation showed that
to find myself, moreover,indebted to both suitors; possibly in the belief and Winchester and Johnson wanted to go
oars instead of hands and feet for loco- hope that the eager white man would one way and the other three another.
motion in searching for the grand and achieve the task, the old chief declared, Sheets, with two companions, then left
after solemn deliberation, that qnly tho the Baltimore boys with the idea of
beautiful. .
striking Cariso spring. After sixty
And the lake shore, althongh wearing young warrior who was actW enough
hours of constant labor, during which
an air of secKision at most times, is not and daring enough to ascenoTthe great
convulsion of nature, leaving apertures! nJer ,dayf SLe8ta uudisturbe
they suffered the torments of the cursed,
pine
and
make
spoil
of
the
wgle’s
nest
without its sights and Founds occasionbeneath for the light to flash through, | aleep end. dream.
no water passing their lips, the three
should
have
the
Fawnj
fina
wild
as
Aroused once more, we glance over ally, to remind one that it is by no
while all along Uie face. of this rocky
arrived at the spring. As soon as they
rampart of more than 660 feet in alti- the towering cliffs above, to see an means quite given over to the demands seemed the adventure, approaching to could communicatewith camp they did
something
like
madness
on
the
part
of
tude appear avalanchesof vast bowlders eagle sailing in the far blue vault away, and belongings of an advanced civilizahim who might essay it, the stem de- so, and men at once set out to find
strewn downward toward the lake shore, while the sudden whin of a pheasants tion, and, even with the railroad at its
Winchester and Johnson. The bearch
wings
near
by,
as
he
dashes
through
side, is still not without its wilder inci- terminationof the old chief was not to
some of these masses .weighing hunwas
conducted with an excitement
dreds of tons; and tossed hbout in all the foliage,shows that we have not the dents, to remind ns of the olden time. be shaken, and the young, men both bordering on frenzy. On Monday, the
prepared
to
attempt
the
foriorn
task.
This was made evident one bright mornforms possible to mark confusion the solitude to ourselvesalone.
The white yoqth, whose name has not 9th inst. about 2 o’clock in the aftermost terrible. All this garnished with
Floating on the almost still waters ing during the summer just past, when
come
down to us, would at this stage of noon, poor Winchester was found lying
the
lounging
dehizens
about
the
portipines, hemlocks, elms, maples and other once more, careless of position, because
the
adventure
have dared death in al- on the Open plain. He was still alive.
forest growths springingfrom the clefts no swift currents or tides, as oin tb^ sea cos of the hotel were aroused by the
most
any
form
rather than have lost his A few drops of water Were given him.
of the rocks, as if to veil the wild ruin, or rivers, compellabor, this boating is baying of hounds and the shonts of
He took them, and said in a weak voice:
the face of the cliff so scarred and the very dolve far nitrile of aquatic boys and men, awaking the echoes of hoped-for prize, or withstood the con- “Bless you, bless you, teU mother--enjoyment; and, as approaching the the hills around, as a noble buck came temptuous jeers of those among whonv He died in five minutes. Near by j-us
Broken.
dashing into the tittl? valley from the he had sought & home, allured thereto
This vast wall, more than a mile long, shallows of a small harbor iu the southa rock which towered strangely above
north side, tp find himself confronted perhaps by the wondrous charms of the
is depressed as it approaches the head ern portiop of the lake, how fairy- like
the plain. Iq a crevice of the rock was
by a hostile crowd near the boat land- Indiap maiden, -while his rival prepared
of the valley; while, looking backward seems the crystal tWe below, with its
found a note from Winchester, dated
for the trial with the stoical courage of
toward the south end, it seems almost white sand, its aquatic growths, and ing in front of thd hotel. Hemmed in
the 7th, and telling of their aimless
the
yortbg
warriors
of
his
tribe,
seemby the cliff on one side and the lake on
-a canon, Vfhich thus holds the lake, the the tinv multitudes who make this litwandering. Six miles from the rock
ingly theasurablyreckless of the manitjKitgWMnd pliJWoHffdescending so tle world of waters their fitting home. the other, with the yelling pack behind,
was found Johnsons canteen. The
Our light craft runs softly upon the he had no alternative but an immediate fest perils waiting upon it.
prairies were scoured for three days,
And bo the day came, the white man
smooth shore, amidst a small grove of plunge into the Jake, and he chose the
and on the 12th inst Johnson’s body
rushes and “cat’s tails”— those * prizes latter. After a few splendid leaps, dash- to make the first essay, privileged was found. AU around the ground had
to which we.have already alluded.
ing the crystal waters iu showers on all thereto by some method of casting lots,
been clawed, and the brush torn in the
Parallel with the west cliff almost, so often coveted by ns, as boys, when
sides
as he left the shallow sands for the his rival to follow if he failed. Below,
and ft mile or thereaboutsdistant, is the quite beyond our reach ; and, as we lave
delirium of his thirst. The Denver
our hands iu the cool flood over the deep water, he soon began to breast the on the shore of the lake, large numbers Republican says that the bodies were
«aflt cliff, this second great wall descendblue rippling surges for the further of tho tribe had assembled to witness buried on a green hillside.The Triniing at the upper end of the valley ab- Sides of the boat, and linger there alside.
But he wds not to escape bo. the exploit, while seated on a large dad New a and the Denver Tribune
most devoid for once of a motive for
rnptly alio, wMre th.
rook, enthroned there as it might be,
exertion, how dull and dusty seems a Seizing a coil of rope to serve as a
state that within two months Winfor the valley of the Baraboo ; and here
the chief watched the young men start
momentary glance at the retrospectof lasso, one of the hotel visitors was soon
chester would have 3ome into posseson their way to the summit of the cliff,
and in’ a TmarkabTy I hfelar awaj-'that life that nmat claim on his feet in the bows of a swift rowsion of $30,000 left him in Baltimore.
to
reach
the
monarch
of
the
forest
cozy way, too, the excellent hostelry I us once more when our brief holiday is boat, which, propelled with rapid strokes
;
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SOME SNAKE_STORIES.

$77

the bottom towel of the pile in the leftin the Coil of a bnake.

hand corner

of the lower drawer in the

A few days agb Mr. George Cornell, clothes-press
living on Snake hill, in the town of ing-room.”
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Medical Dispimatobt,
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at the east end of the din-

PRUSSINCBij^Sl

New

Windsor, N. Y., went walking Over
IH5KLT OU T
irty-one yr*.
his farm, accompanied by a 5-year*old It is a noticeable f^cfc that with civilpriut tt'rrr/PrB.
market
On. mien inio it neiHi .imnienouuiiimwii raiuer tuaw
RY IT.
son. Mr. Cornell had got some distance ization, either as respectsthe improvepowe r'lir te' h" uily raeU* Rid
litU*
ahead of the child and suddenly he ment of the condition of 9ither the huWAIRKI ERG’S CORSETSheard him scream. Mr. Cornell ran man or the brute creation, or even of
A A MNIH-AQENTS WANTED— 36 BEST
N^rUi'S
ItL1 M-UI .1 tin n-oMt
Sk %nll uflinf artlclea in the world; one pample
PARIS KXPOHITION.
back to the boy and found that a large the varied flora of the earth, comes dis- <PUl/U
•vvr UJwn-an n>niiw(ihi. Tii*ir
rVM.JAddranJay Bimaun,Petrol Mich.
FLIXIBLR HIP CORSET
black snake hi coiled himself tightly eases not before known. A great imTHTT!! ts Mionf ri
(IMbunre.U WA*a*avK» t«.i u i.n.a
lWa«A llMOM.
TUK
OHKAT
VFq«TAWJI
la.lilu..Pt|«.t| r-. Ttwlr
around the'JiWle fellow’s leg. It is Sup- pulse has of late been given, both in
V UM.I.* I U fcO Cwu.
*«k •»« m>. nr*.MtM *.«
posed that the boy unconsciously this country and Europe, to the hatchPain Destroyer and Specificfor InflamI* toll anil tlrilbl.ami cutiulua a*
stepped upon the snake, and that the ing of fish by artificial means. To such
mation and Henkorrliiffw.
lenre.frtrehymall.tt.M.
reptilehad wound himself as Mr. Cornell an extent has this been carried that in
P»r 'ale l,y all Ir.dln* m.rrhanu.
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA.
jpreflkration
WARNER BROS.. 351 Broadway, N. Y.
lin* enred bo manyraacs
found him. The fathep battered the some portions of the British isles the
thcatHllHtiPHinni;
stoo
This Clulm-Heuse FatublUked1M&.
oompialn'b*aa the Extract.
r Plaster is Invalhead of the snake with stones until he fish-breeders have gone too far. Thus, Protjortbmalreturn^mary week^tm
fA
* uhWe In Ihaae dlseaHea, Luit
'ain in the
killed him. It measured four feet, six at present, salmon in the Scottish rivers
Rack or Side. to. Pond’l E
_,rtment (50
OfficialReport* *nd llrcnUn tree. Addres*
cent*), for u*e when removal of clotfiug i* con.
inches in length.— HoChMter Exp'rw. are suffering from a pestilence. It be- T. POTTKR wm T A t'O R^nkem.SS w*n sl.n.Y,
vetdeuLiaa great help in relleviBf inflammaMOCCASIN AMONG THE HUCKLEBERRIES. gins as a skin disease, and soon a white
tory OMM.
This morning George Griggs, a young mold eats into the head of the fish,
V HEMORRHAGES. Weeitinirfrom the lAftiK*. Stemnt h. Nose, or from any oause. Ib Bliecdfly conNew I.n w. Thousands of Soldiers and hairs entitled.
man, aged 18, while picking whortle- which rubs itself to pieces, in itsanygo,
trolled and stopped Our Ntwi syringes dtt Pemions date basic to dischargeOr death. Time limited.
berries, was bitten on the hand by a against gravel -and rooks. Mr. Frank
_ ceuU) aud la alert (50 cento) are great at da in
'Till |.:iy A^;. ..11
I.i ;|I«I IT im.uih aud.
arreRtinginternalbleeding.
moccasin snake. A physiciangave him Buckland, the naturalistand connois- 'tJtChXei.or »UuW A large cmnuiiMinn,to tell our new
P. O. Drawer
Washington.D. ©.
and wuuderfiil invention*, mran iWinf um»v. SamDIPHTHERIA AND S0AE THROAT. Use tho Extract
a quantity of whisky and he seemed to seur in salmon, thinks that the plaguq
ple free* Addict gllLt.M.'.N A CO., Mu.liud, Midi.
FOR
promptly. It 1b u sure cure. Delay In dangerhave recovered. He .walked out this is the result of overstocking,just as in
OUB.
UBACK FROM THE MOUTH OF HELL.N
Bn one vh’t hot btn that* I
evening and came back home to sup- old times overcrowdingcaused typhus
CATARRH. Tlje Extractis the only pectflo for thin
di*eaafi.('-oldIn Head. kc. Onr “Catarrh Cure,”
per feeling badly. He died in a few in jails and work-shops. Here is a hint
‘‘Rise and Full of the Moustache.”
npedally preparedto meet aeiioua case*,conAy the BurlingtonI/aukege hnmorht.
utuiU co»t. Re»t plan ever offered to Club Aitont* and
minutes at the slipper table.— fttc/i- for our pisciulturists.
tains all the nutritiveqiialitleB of the Extract;
iMKed'ityeri.^ALI^ kiXFRl^SS UIlAKGKS PAID
our Nasal Syr nge ia Invaluable for use in Ca- Samantha as a P. A. and P. I.
mond (Va.) Dispatch to the GlobeBg JoslahAlUn'tJVf/t. ,
tarrhal affections, In simple and Inexpensive.
A thoroughbredwhite horse is so
The three brighteat and best-aelllngbooks out. AgwU,
Democrat
For old and olwtiuata cases,uae our “Catarrh you ean
can put
nut th
theae t>ooks In erety
verywti
where. Best terms
peat a rarity in Europe, unless it be an ifilwiiiricaiTeaCofflpy,
A SNAKE WITH TWO HEADS.
given. Addreaa for Agency, A MHRICAN PUBLISHCur*.”
JNrt
f'i
importation from the Ea^t. that the
PILES-BUND, BLEEDING or ITCHING. It ia the
„ A gentleman, whose word we cannot
ttl and 09 T«*ey Street. New lark.
P. O. lloi 4t&*.
greatest known remedy -rapidly curing when
doubt, states that a negro named birth of such an animal has been
other medicineshave failed. Pond’a Extract
thought
worthy
of
special
announceStephen Wapples, residing between
Medicated Paper, for closet use, is a pr ventlvo
againat Chaflnfeand Mleti. Our Oln'ment la of
Staytonsville and Greenwood, this week ment in Le Sport.
great ten Ice where the removalof clothing ia
killed a wonderful reptile,which was
inconvenient.
Dr. Spencer, a dentist at Platte City,
Is ths Old Rsllsbls ConcsntratedLys
nothing less than a two-headed snake
FEMALE COMPLAINTS. No physician need bo called
Mo., was shot and killed by a man whose
in for the majority of female diseases,if the
of the ordinary viper species. It had
SOAP-MAKINB.
Extract tie used. Full directions accompany
wife he had kissed while she was in his
two separate and distinct heads, which
Direction* accompattylnjr
each can for makins Hard
each bottle.
operating chair, partly, under the influ- Soft and ToUet&tapQUICIlL
PHYSICIANSof all Schools re^mmemt and prescribe
branched forth on each side of its
IT IS TULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
ence of chloroform.\
Pond's Extract. We have letters from hundretla
neck, and was about two feet in length.
The market la flooded with (arvoalled) ConoentraUt
who order H drily, iu their practice for SwellLye.
which
ia adnlk-mted with salt and roaln, mnd went
Milford (Del) Chronicle.
A Partial Blockade
ing* of all kinds. Quinsy, Sore Throat, Inflamed
W\cJt4 SOQJJ,
Tonsils,simple aud chronic Dlarrhei,Catarrh
A PRINTER KILLS A RATTLESNAKE.
Of the main avenue for escape of refuse from
BATH MONtr. AND BUT THE
(for winch it is a *pe*(/tci,Chilblain*, Frosted
On Sunday, as Mr. C. P. Hill, assist- the huuuu system is utterly subversive of reguFeet. Stlnga ot Inaecti, MoequRoes, etc. Chipped
larityamong the other orgaus.Let constipation
Hands, Face, aud, Indeed, all manner of Skin
•ant foreman of the Times printing
become chronic, pij, Uaviug oat the imminent
Diseases.
room, was .walking in the stony and danger of inflammationof the bowels and tbeir
FARMERS, Stock Breeders and Livoty Men should
hilly townsnip of Marlboro’, about sev- total obstruction occurring, jaundice is almost
always have It. Leading livery and street-car
MADE BT THE
stablesIn New York ud eliewhem always use
enteen miles southeast of this city, he certain to ensue, the liver is liable to become
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co,
engorged,the blood and urine are poisjnedby
it. Sprains.Harness and Saddle Chafings.C ts,
was startled by a sharp rattle not four bile, which also vitiatesthe juices of the stomScratches,swellings,Stiff'esa, Bleeding,etc., are
Pmi.ADEI.PHI A.
feet from him. Glancing down, he saw ach. aud other unhapuy consequences follow.
all controlled Ik
account of the expense of the Extrac*. as adapted for safe use in
a coiled rattlesnake,ready to spring. Hos etter’s Stomach Hitters, a prime tonic alit* delicateapplicationto human ailments, wo
Mr. Hill sprung backward, just in time terative,preventsor re od os these results and
have prepareda preparation for vxtkiiinaby
their cause, as the case may require, aud is also
i
ftTBPusxa only, which contains all the strength
to avoid the reptile’s spring, which fell
signally efficacious in overcoming ilatulenco.
of the Extract, for applicationto animals, in a
short of him. Then he attacked the heartburh,and variable as well as coustipattsa
cheaper form. Price, per gallon, VETERINARY
Union Square ,
Y
snake with his cane, a flexiblestick, and action of the bowels. It renews nerve power,
FA RAC r. $2.60.
CAUTION.— Pond’s Extract is sold only In
succeeded in hitting it on the neck. improvesthe appetite, stays the progress of
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early decay, relieves the intiraiities of age, aud

bottles.

Disabled by the blow, the infuriated is a pleasant aonebznr
serpent redoubled its shrill rattling,posSUil *lil^ Ul AscmIU.
sibly in the hope that it would thus
Thousands of men aud women are starving
bring its companion to its relief, but Mr.
themselves to death. They dare not eat nr
Hill gave it such a thrashing that it
drink this or that, fearing it will increasetheir
slowly died from the effect. The snake flesh. Lifo depends upon continuous selfmeasured three feet in length, and had deinaL The only safe and reliable remedy for
four rattles. On telling his story to a this terriblecouuition is Allan's Anti Fat. It is

wholly vegetable and p uTecily harmless. Its
Marlboro’ man, Mr. Hill was informed use insures a reduo. urn of from two to five
by the latter that last summer ho killed, pounds per v.eek. Sold by druggists.
Buffalo, N. Y., Juno 18, 1878.
near that place, a rattlesnake that had
To lie Proprietors ot iLau's Uitl Fat;
fourteen rattles, indicating an age of 17
Gentlemen— The followingreport is from
years.— Hartford Times.
the lady who used Allan's Anti-Fat: “It (the
Anti Fat) hiicl the desirod effect, reducing It
tho
CHILD KILLED BY A RATTLESNAKE.
ha
The Rev. Joab Edwards, who paid us fat from two to flve pounds a week, until1 I1 had
lost twenty-five pounds. I hope never to rea visit on Tuesday, June 10, tells us that gain what I have lost " Yours resp’y.
a little child of Mr. Isaiah Corley, livPOWELL &, PLIMPTON,
Wholesale Druggists.
ing near the mouth of Little Saluda
i

.

was bitten by a rattlesnakeon
Tebrribly Exhausting abb the Night
Sunday morning last, and died very Sweats which accompany consumptioa But
soon after. The child, which was just they, as well as the parjxysrosof coughing,are
old enough to walk, followed its mother invariably broken up by Db. Wm. Hall’s Balsam fob the Lungs,, which conquers the

river,

our bottles, as above described.
special phf.paiutionh or pond’s exthaot comdined WITH THE PUUEST AND MOST DELICATE
I’EUKUMEHFOll LADIES’ BOUDOIRS.
POND'S EXTRACT ...........50c., $1.00 and $1.75
Toilet Cream ....... $1.0d Catarrh Cure ....... § 75
Dentifrice .......... 50 Plaster:..* .......... 25
Up Salve ...........25 Inhaler (Glass, 50c). 1.00
ToiletSoap (3 cakes) 60 Nasal Syringe....... 25
Ointment ...........50 Medicated Paper.... 25
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THEIR INSTRUMENTS have

the snake, but,
off the head and rattles, and

congratulate Messrs. Wheelock, Finlay ft
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racognUsd as ths
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FUTMT

York.

mailed to Dr.C. R. Ayke",
ICO XndlBon At.. Ckloqgo, III., wilj

TcS&fr

return the True Theory
re" Out'ihOoui
iCure"(Mi6
information of a”8ure
'

XI.

ST£Y

And the Meriden Britannia do*
• •k

i
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BITTEN BY AN ADDER SNAKE.
> We learn that a son of Mr. Andrew
McUwain, aged about 12 years, while
out rabbit hunting last Saturday, was
bit by an adder snake. The dogs, as he
supposed, had bayed a rabbit in a pile
of rocks, and he thrust his hand into
the hole to get the rabbit, when the
snake bit him on the thumb. He suffered very much until medical assistance reached him, when he was relieved
by frequent potations of whisky and
other antidotes.—Lancaster (if. C.)
Ledger.
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It costs but one cent to send a postal card to
the Mason aud Hamlin Organ Co.. Boston, New
York or Chicago, who will return, postage
paid, their caUiogues aud circulars, with much
informationabout organs. No one should buy
an organ withoutseeing these.

CO.SAOl’e.KlMM.lll.
AUHXMMUMfM.

Grindsthree Umee as fast ss any other
mills. Always soeossifuL Ovsr 600
Over
First Premiums and Medals
16,000 in use. They do not clog or heaU
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have sustained our Patents. Alao, the
best Wind Mills,Com Shellsre, HorsePowerWnod Saws. Fanning Mills, and
H ALLEN G K MILLOO., baUria, IU.
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hiding their
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history
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eWorld

I20D

NATIONAL

EXODUS

lb ths best lands, In the best etlmafo,with the best
markets, and on the heat forma, a'ong ths St. Paul*
Mlnneapoll*A Uanltobs B’y. (tsfo 8t. Paul A Pacific.

ACRES

3,000,000
.

On long tints,low price* and esay payments.
cure* Pain in the
Side, Beck or Loins, and all iji*.
ease* of tbs Kidneys,Uladde,and
UrinaryOrgans.Humt's RimeDX snooarsgss sleep, create#an

TO

U78

fine hlsUiricalengravingsand
large d.iulile-column pages, and U the tnuet oomplHte
Hlxtory of the World e>i»r published. It ull. at aighi.
Bend for *|>ecimen page* end extra forma to Agent*, and
tee why It aellr faster than any other book. Addn-a*
PUBLlHHlNqcO.. Chicago,Ill._
It

Y.

D. A.

MoKINLAY, Land Com’r,
P.M.dt H. K'r.
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lit.

Paul.

Mina.

Send for
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Pamphlet with full Informationmrilsd free. Apply te

L

manifest remarkable curative properties. 25

RlSliS“N

cents a box.
Tint Mendelssohn Piano Co., No. 21 Ea«t 15th
Btmit, N. Y., sell Pianos at Factory Pi ices.
Write for a catalogue.

Chew

Jackson's Best Swest Nary Tobacco.

of

Cincinnati
Commercial says: “Mrs. Hansen put
$50 in the oven of her stove one night
to keep it safe. Next morning, after
breakfast, the national debt had been
diminished exactly that much.' A student of the curious would find it interesting to note the places , in which
women hide their money. One excellent and frugal damq used to tuck her
little savings away under a comer of her
carpet. The tiny roll of greenbacks
grew fatter and fatter in the course of a
year or two, when,- the day' after il;
counted $250, the house took lire, burned
to the ground, ahd again the nationa
debt was diminishedbya little' roll of
women’s' pin-mom y. Therfi Was that
other icareful lady, too; who used sometimes: to hide her diamond rings between two tea-cupe in (the kitchen cupboard, som&ilfleBbehind a certain brick
in thd cellar, and again under file lining
of an old hat. She had divers other
placed of safety for her jewelry also, the
only trouble being that she had bo
many hiding-places she occasionally
forgot where sue last put her precious
things, and about every three months
would fanfy she had been robbed, and
the houa^ronld be turned inside oat,
and all therein be made uncomfortable
until the missing gem wonld be found

I

Mainly In ths Famous
HUNT’S REBUILD
II UN'T’A REMEDY cures
RED RIVER VALLEY OPTHE NORTH*.

REMEDY
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the best external
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by far

known for
reason

bocoibes an “op on
when wo explain that

secret ”

CHOIRS, CONVENTIONS AND
SINGING SCHOOLS.
L. O. EMERSON.

BY

This eplendid new book is nearly through the press,
and will be In gnat demand, trail collection of th**
heat Hymn Times and Anthems for Choirs, numerous
Glee* fur Modal and Class daglaftBod a good Hinging
School coarse. Its attract!re oonfonts,with the low

“Mustang” penetrates skin,

SaNTUSO, 1876;

PHU-ApKi.i HiA. IsTS; Pauib, 1878;and y baud Swedish
Guu* Ukual, 187& Only Aiiieric*Kam>niew*kward.
ad high mi Ikiimb sLant m.oh. Sold for oi»h o» InMalL
menta. 1 lt.ubtbatrd Cat AUMJUWaixdCireiil «. with
new slylM and prico-, tent free. MASON A H tMLIN
ORGAN OO.. BOSTON. NKW YORK, or OH OAGO.
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1847, Rogers Bros.
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skinning it.

New
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Sold by all

in TONI

commenced

He lay at the point of
Fever and Ague Tonic, which of late has gained
death for a day or two, and is still very such well-deservedpopularity among the peosick.— BaltimoreBulletin.
ple. As far as we know, this is the only proprietary remedy for the cure of Chills aud FeCOACHWHIP UP A TREE.
Burrell Barrow tells us that he killed ver, the compositionof wldeh is not kept a secret For sale by all Druggists.
a coachwhip on his place near town, last
week, measuring six feet in length. He
CHEW
The Celebrated
was attracted by a squealing noise to a
" Matchless”
tree, in which he found his snakeship
Wood Tag Plug
devouring a rat In the top of the tree
Tobacco.
The Pioneeb Tobacco Company.
was a rabbit, viewing the scene with apNew York, Boston and Chicago.
parent unconcern.— Tuskegee (Ala.)

18 Murray Street,

s standard

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!

Beat work
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SILVER

POND’S EXTRACT CO.

BueoMsfUf

value In all tbs

Mods and

He was not bitten by
after it was killed, cut

CMcapI

Any of these preparations will be sent, carriage
free, at above prices, in lots of $5 woith, in receipt
of money or P. O. order.
nrovti New Pamphlet, with History of oun
Prepauations,Sent FREE on Applicationto

SMITH DUGIN GO.

ceived the fatal bite.— Edgefield (S. C.)
Advertiser.
POISONED BY HANDLING A DEAD SNAKE.

a few days since.

-

154 State St,
MANUFACTUREIU OF

!

into the vegetable garden and there re-

deadly malady, as well as bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy, asthma, diphtheria,and all
other affectionsof the throat, lungs and chest
It saves thousandsfrom untimely graves, and
is invaluable iu rescuing children from the
John Irwin Elliott, of Cumberland, croup, whooping cough and quinzy. It is sold
was poisoned by handling a rattlesnake by all Druggists.

-

Inclosed in buff wrappers, with the words

“POND’S EXTIUCr" blown in the glass. It is
never sold in bulk. No one can sell it except in

flesh

bone, removing all disease
and soreness. No other liniment does this, hence none
other Is so laixely used or
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THE READY FAMILY SOAP MAKER:

(Bolumn.

HEW

LEWIS’

Bea Stingo for Rheumatism.

The Pracqer WochenUalt contains the
following in regard to the cure of rheuma.

PERFUMED LYE

ti»m by the means of bee stinus. A cor-

respondentsays that his wife having
fered so

suf-

much from rheumatism ns to

This

most lame, preventing the sufferer from

POWDER

FINE

is a

herself,

We

entirelycured, he persuaded his wife to

hading,—and your wash will be sweet and clean to the senses,without
that nasty smell produced when using ready-made Soap or Soap made
from other Lye.
Quo teaspaonfWlwill eeftaa frwe W Items of bard water.
LEWIS* LYE la M per east* trwgwr than any other Lye dr
to-ealled Bock or Ball Potashes.

try this remedy, as the pain from the sting

JUNUrACTOUD ONLY ST

and having heard

capacitated by rheumatism,bad been ac-

by

cidently stung

bees,

and thereby got

of the bees would not be greater than that
already suffered. Three bees
fore lain and pressed

were

for a considerable time, in

And

Groceries,

Etc., Etc.
see

order that the

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

empty themselves. The effect pro- TRADE MARK, The great Eng-TRADE
II§h remedy, an,
daeed was astonishing, as the lady, even on
tirely

Lake Navigation

M

!

for yourself, no

goods.

,

ARE LOW.

(PRICES

nnfaillugcure for'

the

first

night, was enabled to enjoy a long,

good sleep, the

for at least

first time

Seminal Weak-

months, the racking pain being entirely

gone. The arm was, of

course, swollen

greatly in consequence of

the

.T" Abuse; as

sting, but

the swelling graduallydisappered upon

LossTakiag.
\~W

Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Age, and many olhet diseases that lead to In
All pain was gone, the lame arm recov- sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureOrare.
nr*Fnll particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
ered its previous vigor, and not the least desire to send free by mall to every one. py The

showed itbo taken *cum

self. This statement

is

to

THE GRAY MEDICINE

Hfi

fMsjorii

A New-Hampshire correspondentof The
Mirror and farmer te\te of

a

fore

flexible as the

Bacine, Wis.

mountains around his farm,”

Annually manufactureand

sell

more

He kept nearly forty hogs, buying what
grain they eat, and he says, without any

ifs,

make manure enough
keeping; that is, if a man

that a store hog will
to

pay

will

for his

Than any other Firm

in

Sim

lock, foot of WukiBjrto!Street,

make $20 worth of manure, and

year

________
T. G.

In pork, as he
can well afford to do. This man says another thing: that in New-Hampshireit is

G. J. Tk vaarwerk.
Eighth Street, Holland,Mich.
10-flm
’isptpua-.
tf Bte
ScrifulCL.
BoUiiifilet.ke.

railroad

BUTLIN, Supt.
Chicago.

MacaUister’s

COUGH MIXTURE.
An Extra Fine Remedy

for

COUGHS.

>»*<||

i•

phlegm,and acts like

o .1 gave
i».-r c.Mii.
A
u<*ftcri|iiioii'
,|»«» ttrer. |»r.r« «ic.. la
U
v*m III UII uxtra of
' •**' I ••• •**«•. M-vurltr,
t

h

Min

Alim,

Medal

for

at

the
cases of

iu

No

gates

-S

CtfBTIS.

lo

CO.,

DEALERS IN

J. P. Lee, Chicago, Hi.

HAIR RENEWER

Restoresthe Hair
its Original Color, and prevents

minis rims

PHILADELPHIA.

oi/,s

W>d

ST

MEYER &

H.

Prepared only by

LEE’S

BANKING.

,on so*

BY

SOLID

family ought lo be without it.

PARIS

of Honor and Diploma
of Merit, at the

^

CROUP,

Those who are troubled with coughing at night,
can find immediate relief.

semi lor a Copy.

Centennial Exposition

entirelypracticable and profitableto keep

charm

BMMUi

Ogdenrturrti2T.Y.

GOLD MEDAL

a

*

feeding, or of supplyingthe material for

leaving this to be paid

PRICES.

the World.

cost of

the manure which is carted into the pen,

Haven

including railroad fare and omnibus fare at Grand Haven,
or FIVE DOLLARS for the round trip.

'm

that at

sum.

He makes no account of the

HARMAN

MACALISTER’S Cough Mixtureloosens

the present prices of grain, he can be kept
a year for that

Chandeliers — the
latest styles — the safest—

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postal and mailing. Agents wanto'l.
Address J, p# Mountain, ugdensburg,N. Y.

Chicago can be bought at the
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $3 00,

A

will in a

Lamps and

1878.

Catarrh.
Asthma, %
ffronchtfCt,,
, Headache, /
UmafAjtptUTa.J

Tickets lo

buy a hog and supply him with plenty

of material to work on, he

popn,ar k,nd8 of

GLASSWARE.

UOmSumo

CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT Of MICHIGAN AVENGE.

MACHMES

THEESHUfCr

^ ^

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

(Saturday excepted.)

The fl o’clock train on the Grand
connects with the Boats.

J.I.CASE&C0.

10

largo and com-

SONS.

their Routes.

handed

husbandman up in the northern part of
Merrimack County who last year experimented with swine, and reached some
conclusions “which are as postive and in-

CROCKBBY^and

a

and most beautiful.
&

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.

Grind

have also put o© the tbelves

At

GO.,

BT

I

WheelSte&mers on

*

Sold In Holland and elsewhere by all wholesale and retail drugglsta.

for pigs.

17,

it anyNo Trouble.

way!

1

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Aug.

Co.

No. 10 Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich.

Employment

of charge, can

Come and Look at

be relied upon.

G.

Side-

Specific Medicine Is sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

grano salit."

delivery free
-o—

the applicationof some cooling lotion.

sign of rheumatism has since

A prompt

OFEIsTED.

iibm. Hpermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all dlseaces
that follow, as a
sequence of Self-

six

SET.

& Feed.

Flour

Come and

have made snch arrangements that I can
PIECE, PART UK A BET, or

by the

WHOLE

Crockery,

trouble to show

poison bladders of the insects should en-

I

sell (t

PHILADBLPHIA'PA.

upon the right arm

CHIHA WARE,

Hats & Caps,

MENZIES COMPANY.

GEO. T. LEWIS l

there-

have just received a large new stock of

Dry Goods,

out

quite in-

that a farmer,

OEircriisnE

River Street,

And packed In cans with an ordinary dip-lid like oar Baking Powder, so
that any portion of contents of can may be used withoutspoiling balance.
13 pounds mt Perfumed Hard Soap made In toady minutes with-

doing any household work, making her
even unable to dress or undress

LYE

HOLLAND.

I respectfullyInvito the attention of the citizens
Burned ont by the late Fire wo re-openedIn
store just completedat onr old stand on of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition 1 have made to my stock conslniugof

MAUL

STROHflESrAHD PUREST LYE

space of six months, the right arm being al-

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

onrntw

08 Per Cent Pure.

be

unable to enjoy any rest or sleep tor the

G.

FIRM!! Something New

it

Mm,

Fmitiin, Utiss, SiYitg
Etc,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

from

FOR SALE.

fulling out.

rpHE

followingdescribedLots in the City of
Highest Award and Silver Medal at
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
ahotes mainly on grass during most of the
Both these remediesarc for sale at
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $176
Dn. Scuol'ten’s Drug Store.
1878.
Summer. L ist Summer he kept several
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 6, Block 11, South West
B A
E n ,
Eigth
Street,
Holland
Mich.
Addition$175 each. Lora 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 «fc 6 In Block
First Premium
Gold Medal
early pigs in hurdles, or movable pens,
6-1 y
25, an organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$725 each, except Lots 1&2 which arc $80o each.
which we set in his field, and moved from
I
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
one place to another u» fast as the grass
above
will be sold for a small payment down. Also
“.
the following Lots 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, in Block
was eaten. In addition to the grass, the
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and CollecA Hnre, new u4 conplele Golds to
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
Wedloak,conliinl*r.
with many olhen,
tion business.Collections made on all points in
pigs receivedevery day plenty of water,
the foUowiocehinun: A eompelMl
be sold on long credit and small payment* down.
the United t»lates. «nd Europe, Particular attenWomanhood,SelcclMn o(Wi/e,Eridtnee*
Apply to,
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
into which a very little bran bad been
of Virjinilv,Tempvrunenti.
conipilible
nod incompatible, SterilityIn women,
Kemittaucea made on the day of payment. All
M. D. HOWARD.
caoee and traatmant. Adfka to Brtdesprinkled, but the bran did not cost half a
buslnes* intrusted to me shall have prompt attenrroom, Adviceto Hattandi, Advice to
tion. Interestallowed on time deposits, subject
Wive*, Pvoftitotion,
caum, Celibacyand Metrimonycomcent a day for each pig. The pigs were
A WEEK In your own town, and no capito check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
pirtd, Conjugal duliei.Conception, Confinement, Love ted
C
ocrtiMp,
Impediment*
to
Mamq:* in malt and female. Scienco
tal risked. Yon can give the business a
kept growing, and at the same time the
sold. Tickets to and from all points In Burope
of Reproduclioa, Single Lit* contiderod, Low of biirriiyt,
trial
without expense. The best opportunsold at my office.
Law of Divorte,Leeal ri|ht*ef married maos, etc., Indudaccount was written, were being fattened
ity ever offered those willing to work. You
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
lot Dlaeoaes peculiarto Women. thelVjMNO and treatment. A book for privateand coniider«terenlmt.'er890p<|0*, should try nothing else nntll you see for yourself
for market. He intended to fence jb
with full i'late Engraving*,by mail, ttaltd,for BO Cent*.
what yon can do at the hn-iness we offer. No room
Eclipse
@
about a dozen acres of a field and an oak
Sale.
-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER* to explain here. You can devote all your time
or only yonrsparetime to the business, and make
Syphilis,Gonorrhosa, Gleet,Stricture,Varicogrove in bis pasture, and make a herd of
TTTHBRBAS default has been made in the pav- on
great pay for every hour that you work. WoYnen
cele, *o., alio on Bpermetorrhaa,
Sexual Debility, and
Vf
meat of the money eecnred f>y a mortgage, Impotency, from Stlf-abuaaand Exceinr*,cauMnfStmiaal
make a* much as men. Bend for special private
swine gettheir living there this eammer.
dated
the
18th
day
of
May,
A.
D.
1871,
exccated
by
Euiiaiiona,
fiervouinaat,
Aversion
to
Society,
Confaaioe
of
States.
terms and particulars,which we mall free. $.-)
Meat, PhvtifalDecay, Dlmots*of Sight, DetectiveMemory,
Roclof
A.
Schonten
and
Gljeberije
Hchooten,
his
Bat he keeps a number at the barn, firm in
Outfitfree. Don’t complain of hard times while
of Stital Tower,etc.,making marriage improper or
f \ftnik-o Ann t a.
Threshers and Farmers save yoiir jvtfe. of the (owfisljipo£ XiHjIand, ’Ottawa
county, Lou
onhappy, giving treatment,and a great many eiluaUe receipts you have such a chance. Address II. HALLETT
the belief that they make and manipulate Money by purchasing J. I. OA8C
ifchlfan. WlHnibert Kepjipl, of Zeeland,afonfor the cure of all privatediMaaea; 884 page*,ovtr BOpUtai,
A CO., Portland,
19-ly
aid,
which
laid' mortgageswtf recorded In the
manure enough to pay.
CO’S
MACHINES. 1
kd»leo."Le»larwoa Xankoodand Womanhood, 10 o.
tUcoofthe Register of Deeds of the Connty of

OHIO STATE FAIR,

XK

COLORADO. CALIFORNIA HOLLAND,

- -

I

X

• •

MCIHIGAN.

-

BOOKS

MILLION

U-ly

Apron Machines

--

Mortgage

ra

&

-

A correspondent'ssick cows

fni
itR fORTJlBIF
inmniun HHU
IUIIIHULL Ml,

have

ease usually caused by the use of acrid or
medicinal herbage. If the patients are to
be treated by ths farmer, his course will
be to remove the cause by taking care tjiat

we eend ell three of the
•••ove dcecrlhcdbookt,
nicely bound ittc^* volume, conlainiog 600 payee and over
ItW illuatratlonaWid embracingevervthinAitn the generative iVitrm that f* worth knowing.
mg. TheconiV ne<l volume le
poaitively the riwit popular edlcal Book published.
The author iei»an exin-rienced phyilcian
many
year* practice.(a» le well known*,and the advice given,
and rule*for treatmentlaid down, will he found of great
value to thole eiifferiug from iinpurilieeoftheayatem.early
errore.loitvigor,or any of tiia numerouetroublee
coining
under the head of •‘Private"
or “Chroma" disease!.—
Toeuge a taions taken in payment ior any of thesebooks.

repMHBppMflMHHHM

atone o’clock,p.m., and Whereas, the said
morigage has been dolv assigned by the said Huibert Keppcl to Jan Boe. by assignment, bearing
date the 18th day of Febraary, A. D. 18TB, and re
corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa,on the twenty-third day of
Febroary, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon
of said dav, In Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
366, and the sama la now owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
said mortgageat the date of ‘this notice is the sum
of one hundred and sixty five dollarsand seventy-

“loss of appetite,scaffy milk, secretion,
and bloody urine”— symptoms which indicate inflamationof the kidneys, a dis-

Maine.

^
FOR ON E DOLLAR

THRESHING

m

of

DR.BUt-TS!J))SPEN8ARY
aerjutreda national reputation fur akill in the treatment ot
ebrouie diaeaae* and complicated
eaaea. bypblll*,Uoaerrkwa, tileet Mrlrlure, Orrhllla.all I’riaaryTmoblet, Hyphlllllr or Xrrrarlal atfectlonaof the throat, akin or bouca,
treated with ailcceM.withont
using Mercury,

TO RENT.
Premises recently occupied by W. C. Hells, west
of Hope Church Parsonage,
Inquire of
i H. D. POST.

CITY BOTTLING

WOR/KS.

eight cents, principal and interest,and the further
sum of twenty-fivedollars as an attorney fee, slipPAT I
j>r ma(l and expre..,
ulated for In said mortgage, and which Is the
kuowu to be healthy, such as grass, clover,
where posiihle,
whole amount claimed to be dne and unpaid on
permiiarcunaiilution preierred,which li FREE and Invited
Ho, II
Street, Holland, Hicliigai,
good bay, wheat bran or other mill feed,
/ DK. BUTTS invite*all personssuffering from RUP-V
said mortgagn, and no snji or proceeding having
# TURK to send him their name and nddraae, and hereby \
been Institutedat law to recover tbs debt now re(UNDER
HOUSE.)
and if necessary, confine them in an in1 auur.i thrm that they will learn somathlng to their I
maining secured by said mortgage, or any pen
'advantage. — It la not a
thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
closure to prevent eating what is not deAll communicatlonestrictly confidential,and ihould be
Our celebrated Lager Beer is bottled fresh at this
said mortgage hss become operative;Now thtrtlldroseedto DU. UUTTd'.l/Nyrth Mb Ot.. be LoqU. Mo.
•15 horse
establishment, and will be delivered tofainllienfrce
sired; and see that the water supply is
fort
notice is hereby qirun, that by vlrtne of the
10N0MY,
of charge at $1.20 per dozen full quart bottles,
power of sale and in pursuanceof the statute in
plenty and good, and protect against cold
or 60 cents per X dozen.
such case made and provided, the said mortgage
List of HORSE-POWERS; Mounted will be foreclosedby a sale of the premises thereand wet. If further treatment is required,
PRts, 4-wheel Woodbury, 2-wheel Woodbury, In described, at public auction, to the highest bidthe best thing he can do is to give flaxseed Down Pitts, Down Climax, one and two horse der, at the front door of the Conrt Honse. In the
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
Sweep, Tread Power.
having been permanently cured of the much
city of Grand Haven, In said county of Ottawa, on
enough to produce cartbartic effects,
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple
/CATALOGUES WITH FULL PARTICULARS ol Monday, the Eleventh day of
and then to rest a day or two, and if reImprovements,etc., scut free on application. next, at one o’clock in the afternoon of that dav: remedy. Is anxious to make known to his fellowwhich said premlsea are describedin said moft- sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
quired, repeat its use as it seems to be
Machines and repalra for sale at the warehouse gage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
land sitaated In OttawaConnty and State of Mich
needed. If flaxseed cannot be obtained of I. FAIRBANKS, Esq., Holland, Mich.
lean and described as the west eighteen and using the same, which will be fonnd a sure cate for
E. F.
Brewer.
for the tea, raw linseed oil— a pint at a
Consumption,Catarrh,Bronchitis, Asthma, Ner•'AM 00 acres off of the north-easi quarterof the
vousness,<tc., dkc„ Ac, Address with stamp.—
Holland, Mich., April 17tb, 1870.
north west quarter of sestlon twenty-five In townlime—
be used instead; Copious in10-ly
ship six, north of tange thirteen west, also s piece
DR. C. BTKVEN8, Brockvllle, Ont.
jections of water and something like pepland In said connty commencing In the center
rpHB undersignedwish to Inform their patrons of
of the Jennlsonroad at the* north-west corner of
that their three beautiful stallions can be
per, tea, or mustard, rubbed on the loins
Hiram Andrles’ land running thence sooth fifty
found in this city for the remainder of the seasen.
rods In a strip two rods wide, thence east a strip
for a counter irritant, will prove useful.—
SMITH A 8TROOVBNJANS. three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence south
Prof. L. B. Arnold.
a strip of land two rods wide and fifty rods long to
Holland, July Ird,
21-4w
Isnd owned by Jan Bos, said land being on the
east half ot ths sontb-west quarter of section
recently reported Pmnologlcal extwenty-fonr, In township six north, of range thir
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six
perience of “Cropple, T. D.“ (tree doctor)
Compact, Substantial, Econ- rodsof land according to the government anrvey,
omical and eMily managed.
tallies exactly with my observation.
Guaranteed Id .work well and
farmers buy apple and pear trees and stick
give fblf puwet claimed. The
Engine and:hoiler complete,
them in small holes iu grass land,, and let

the animals have only such food as

is

ENTS -TREATED

Up

Trait.

QPLENDID

GERMANIA

/

CONSUMPTION CURED!

O

Come and try Samples

August

at

the Bar.

2Mw

SUTTON.

Notice to Farmers.

may

>t

X

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879

1879.

The

BODEWALTMGIE

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

Many

growth, curse the nurseryman. They

mind me of

ilb. (and boxing^ at the low

ipricaqft p/j.ip hi* -.If
3 Horse
242.00
,4*
<“ '.t..;.: 988.00
....... 8»-50

“ Power

:W“

re-

the donkey that danced

foJkMnd would bs tiich
conveniently “stuck.**— A. Smith,

as well for inch

more

A CO..
Springfield,Ohio.

THE WORLD’S BALM.
d. wryburn’8
rauieuj usea
practice,and never
DR-

L-

.*7

alterative byru

i

I

Kennebee Co., Me.,

Wqbbb
WHBBB

Can I f>rAC*l*-A ghod
lean
ffbod

Mok
on
book on

RHEtJ
Er^Wf^ffoi

Dropsy,

m

blbod is Implicated. Is noWbfcrij to the pn

Prof. A. J. Cook, AgriculturalCollege,

!*>ld by nil RetailDruggDt

stand (wholesale o
O.

Y. ^

TuK WKY8URN MKDICOiJt Jo.Tp.

Lansing, Midi

ff

MAMET
—IN
—

MEAT

&i8,

Rochester, N.

l-'JGvv

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

TUB-

JAMES LEFFEL

among the goelioga, and cried, “Let Tvefy
one lake care of himsell.’’Trees or
sprouts without roots would answer about

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Including governor, pnmp,

them atruggle with the grasa, and rob
them even of that, and If they make no

FIRST

_WARD.

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fane, Parasol^
Circulars,

The und

they have "is,
now ready to snp
of Meats aal T
1

dealltig this/
all those

ass
_

to the Public that
MeattMarket.andare
llh alT kinds
and fair

— .. „

—

.

wno

trade.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. HaverkateA
Son's Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAV.

•

yni ijiui

Holland, Willy

<

rll

Dolmans,

.n

.

Isfactlon to
favor them with part of theii

fi

Shawls Sacques,

14l48ttl.
ly
t
i (Mt
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Add

li

fall fine of

Fmw

If

1,-ri

CR/AIFE.
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L. A- S. VAN
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BERftE,
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